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SHE WI L BE PROUD OF HER KITCHEN IF •••• 

PLAN the kit hen for its modern role as housewife's headquarters, 

gay party-rende vous, rival to the dining room for family meals. * 

This design, pra tical as it is appealing, features step and work-saving 

arrangement. T e mechanical servants are all-gas: CP (Certified Per

formance) gas ange; silent gas refrigerator; automatic gas water 

. THI WIST PROERS 

GAS 
beater; a gas-firM--M~cllj!~<sU!m--that--fills-tltHs-titd-~~--ttlOfl1t-1vitih--+---:=.~:--:-i'illill'rl>l'"1'""""""----7----tt

clean, uniform, healthful warmth.* Your gas company will gladly col

laborate in rour kitchen planning ... and in preparing "all-gas" speci
fications, the West's first choice. 

T H E PACIFIC C 0 A S T G A S ASSOCIATION 
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You'RE PLANNING 
TOMORROW'S HOMES 
NOW ••• 

Include the modern convenience and protection of 

SCUARE D MULTI-BREAKER 

The Multi-breaker eliminates fuses completely. When a 
short circuit or dangerous overload occurs, the circuit is 
cut off automatically. A simple movement of the shock
proof lever restores current. There are no delays-noth
ing to replace. 

Because it costs little if any more than fusible equipment 
-often actually less, the Multi-breaker merits a place in 
every future home of every price class. The story is the 
same, whether you're planning individual homes in the 
upper cost brackets or are concentrating on low cost pre
fabrication and multiple housing. It applies equally well 
in the commercial building field. 

A Square D Field Engineer will be glad to work with you 
in arriving at the best electrical specifications for any 
project you are planning. Your Squ_are D Electrical Dis
tributor carries a complete stock of Square D electrical 
control equipment. 
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4 ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE 

While we await the time when new houses can be 

built freely, let us not forget the needs of our 

present homes. Many of them require essential 

repairs now. A large proportion deserve 

modernization. Revere's current national 

housing advertisements (such cs the one 

reproduced here from The Saturday 

Evening Post) are designed to stimulate 

the home owner to think about these things 

and consult the architect, builder, contractor. Many 

home owners have had unfortunate experiences with 
~ .. ~ ........... . 

wartime substitute mot~riols of 'pO'or "durability;, 
' . .,,.,,.. 

they will ~$·rthat much more recepti e•·to your rec-

rn~ndctions of e_nduring copper and its 
,.,.;""' ·f,....,." 

" ' a,f loys for roofing, fleshing, gutters 

and downspouts, pipe, tube and 

architectural shapes. Thus all will 

benefit. Revere will gladly shore with 

you its knowledge about these metals 

that save money in the long run and make 

buildings easier to rent or sell. Revere 

Copper and Brass Incorporated, 230 

Chop away the undesirable ••• 
It is true char we need mi ll ions of new homes 
as quickly as we can bu ild chem. 

But, in the cxcitemcm of pla nning fo r chem, 

let us nor neglect the coumlcss mi ll ions of sound . 

sturdy houses already standing, ch:u arc the 

cherished centers of our li fe. \Xlar, and ics con

servation of marcri:i ls has lcfr ics sc:us on chem 
coo. Now is rhe ci mc co pbn co repai r chis en
forced ncglccc . 

And , as you pbn, ro cake :idv:mc:igl' of chc new 

devclopmcncs in home design and equipment! 

Here's what you can do for )'Our home. Fi rsr, 
repairs. It is poss ible coday to obtain paint, lum
ber, evefl: merils for replaccmenc, to scop leaks, 
co restore rhe appearance as well as che soundness 
of your house. See your local contractor now. 

Second. Moderniz:mon. Pl'rh.1p' .10 old win.t: 
shou ld be chopped off. a new on<: added. 1h1.: 
h:nhroom remodeled and an c·x rr.1 one imta llcd. 
a pa rcition removed co neate one hi.c room u11t 

of two small ones, a "picwrc· window·· puc m 

one w:dl of the li ving room, all w mah the· hou'e 
fa the needs of the family fo r ph::t<iant. e:l sy 
li\'ing. The kitchen may need rNk·!ii~n , r<:-hui ld· 
ing :rnd re-equipping. to S:t\"e sttps, l:tbor, rime:. 
Throughout, ma ny sm:t ll cha n~<:s perhaps ca n 
reduce housekeeping to :i min im um. All th is t":t ll s 
for pbnning. Sec an architect now. Disrnss wic h 
him what should and c:tn be done while chc;c 
is still rime. 

BUY WAR BONDS • •• Keep them for the future 

When making rtpo itt or ph1nning for tht fu turt, 1ptc ily tound 

moleriol1. 1Copper it the mttal of permanence, ag•len, non· 

rutting, int d ·for enduring rooft and ftoth1ng1, gullt11 and 

down1pouh, lermile 1hield1, weather 1lripping . Bol h copptr 

tubt and red-brou p ipe provide hot ond cold woltr, htot ing 

and a ir conditioning linH which are non-ru1tJng, non-clogg ing, 

which taftguard the color and flow of woler, ond proled btam1, 

wall1, ceiling• oge1in1t lealn. Copper ond ih alloy1 give long 

t ervice whtrever they art u1td . Moke rtpoln thot end rtpoln 

by· u1ing copper and ill alloy1. When peon comH, Rtvere 

will ogoln b e able to tupply you frHly . 

REVERE 
COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED 

Fo•,.JrJ /,~ p,,,,/ Rroorrr in 1801 
ExeC'llt i¥t: Olfic:e1: 230 Park A~e~ N. Y. 17. N. Y. 

This adverJmmmt appeari in Tht Saturday Evming Po1t,Jan11ary 13, 1945 

ARTS AN D A RCHITECTURE-Vol. 62, No. I - Published monthly at 3305 Wilshi re Bou!evard, Los Angeles 5, California , by John D. Entenza . Establ ished 191 l. Yearly subscrip
tion price $3 .50. Entered as secon::J-c lass matter January 28 , 1935, at th 2 Post Office, Los Angeles, Californ ia, under the Act of March 3, 1879. 
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COLOTYLE CORPORATION ~ud 
a Pu,e 1o1e 1U~ A~ 

An authorized 
A.I.A. Competition 

$1500.00 ·· 
IN CASH PRIZES 

, , , 501'(, t;k BEST 
BATHROOM DESIGN 
Using COLOTYLE Walls 

ENTRIES MUST BE POSTMARKED NO LATER THAN MIDNIGHT 
FEB. 15, 1945. WRITE TODAY FOR COLOTYLE DATA 

AND YOUR ENTRY NUMBER. 

GRAND PRIZE 

Sectional Prize 

For the best entry submitted by a Western 
architect or draughtsman . . . . . . . 

For the best entry submitted by an architect 
living in Washington, Idaho or Montana . . 

$500.00 
$250.00 

Sectl·onal Pr1·ze For the best entry submitted by an entrant liv- $250.00 
ing in Oregon, Nevada or Utah . . . . . . 

Sectl·onal Pr1·ze For the best entry submitted by an entrant liv- $250.00 
ing in California or Arizona . . . • • • . 

10 Honorable Mention Awards, $25.00 each ... $250.00 
What are your ideas of the best post-war bath
room designs for moderately priced homes? What 
are the trends in bathroom des ign as you note 
them? Colotyle Corporation is offering rich cash 
rewards for the best ideas submitted, which use 
plastic -coated Colotyle Wall Sheets on the walls . 
This contest is designed for Western architects and 
draughtsmen only. Thus limited in scope, it offers 
even better opportunity to partic ipate in the awards 
than a national competition. 

Four eminent Pacific Coast architects and one or-

chitectural publ ication editor comprise the jury. 
They are : Chas. Matcham, A. I .A., Los Angeles; 
Eldridge T. Spencer, A. I.A., San Francisco; Victor 
N. J . Jones, A. I.A., Seattle; Pietro Belluschi, A. I.A, 
Portland; and John Entenzo, Editor of Arts and 
Architecture magazine. The competition is under 
the supervision of Robt. McClelland, A. I.A , profes
sional advisor. 

Complete product and competition data is ava il
able to all entrants. Write today to 

COLOTYL E CORPORATION 
Largest Manufacturer of Prefinished Wall Sheets in the West 

AURORA AT MERCER, SEATTLE 9, WASHINGTON 

5 
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POSTWAR APPAREL SHOP 

tion in its seri s of postwar lighting perspectives 
by leading ar hitects and designers. G-E offers 
them not only s a help to you but as a stimulus 
to your creativ thinking. Here you see a sugges
tion for lighting a women's apparel shop by Walter 
Wurdeman and Welton Becket, A.I.A., Los Angeles. 

Here's one way to give a store more selling power: 

"In planning women's shops, the basic objectives include such 
psychological subtleties as atmosphere, emphasis, and the direction 
of store traffic . . . all of them jobs for light. 

"Thus, in this sketch of a postwar woman's ready-to-wear store, 
the continuous luminaire above the promenade picks up the inward 
movement suggested by the street display window and leads shop
pers to the innermost sales areas of the store. 

"Likewise, new forms in light units lend themselves to more fluid 
planning and the c.ceation of graceful flowing lines of light which are 
particularly desirable in providing atmosphere for a women's store. 

"At the same time, light can focus the customer's attention on select
ed merchandise and give it dramatic presentation . . . emphasis 
that means sales." 

This new booklet "Light to build Customer Traffic" 
pictures more fully the strikingly modern but 
decidedly practical ighting ideas of Wurdeman & 
Becket. For your co y write General Electric Co., 
Div. 166-AAl, Nel Park, Cleveland 12, Ohio. 

THE CONST ANT AIM OF G-E LAMP RESEA CH 

•s TO MAKE G-E LAMPS s~ ~ · L~ 

G·E MAZ A LAMPS 

GENERAL.ELECTRIC 

BUY MORE 

WAR BONDS •.• • 
AND HOLD THEM 

ur .. , C.E aa111 •recra•s: "ne 8-E All.Clrl Or~eslra", Slnar 10:00 , ••• m, MIC : ~n, werlHlhr'' nws, 11.nar lllr11p rr1ur I:~, ... m, CIS ; "nt c.E """"rtt", 1111•11 1111..p rrlur 4:11 , ... m . c1s. 
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FOR HIGH SPEED, HIGH QUALITY CONSTRUCTION 

USE 

The Complete Wall Unit 
Adaptable to Almost Every 

Building Job 

IT'S AVAILABLE NOW! 

C EMESTO is making building history on scores of 
projects in the West. For instance, Cemesto is 

being used by Drycemble Houses to build 37 nursing 
school units in California and Arizona. In prefabricated 
form, Cemesto was used in the construction of the huge 

aval Hospital at Corona, California. The demon
strated quality and speed of Cemesto construction has 
stirred the interest of architects and builders in its 
peacetime possibilities. · · 

The secret of remarkable Cemesto's versatility lies in 
its make-up. Cemesto is a fire- and moisture-resistant 
wall unit composed of a Celotex cane fibre insulation 
core, with cement-asbestos covering on both sides. Its 
rigidity eliminates the need for intermediate sup
port. le combines a hard, smooch exterior and interior 
finish plus insulation. Its warm gray surface needs no 
painting. 

Cemesco construction can be cut co required sizes at 
the factory, resulting in amazing speed and economy in 
building walls and roof decks. There is no sacrifice in 
construction quality. It is truly a multiple-function 
material of many applications in both large and 
small jobs. 

Cemesco comes in standard 4' wide panels 4', 6', 8', 
10' and 12' long and in thicknesses of l Vs", 1-9/ 16" 
and 2". Can be used either vertically or horizontally. 

FREE! Two booklets, "Cemesto 
with Wood Framing" and "Ce
mesco with Steel Framing," are 
ready. They contain complete 
information on Cemesto and 
Cemesto construcrion for archi
tects and builders. Write for 
your copies today. The Celotex 
Corporation, Dept. A&A-7, 
Ch.icago 3, Illinois. 

Panorama view of part of Naval Hospital at Corona , 
California , built with Modulok Cemesto Wall Units. 

Modulok Cemesto Wall Units go easily into 
position in constructing the Naval Hospital 

at Corona, California . 

CE~~~JEX 

CEP4..~~'II'0 
INSULATING WALL UNITS 

IMPORTANT I Without obligation, we will be glad 
co provide any technical assistance you may need re
garding the use of Cemesto Wall Unic~. A note co us 
will bring a choroughly crained western Cemesto 
representative co your desk. 
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P 0 STWA R LIV IN 6 
tut£t be ~-the ·1;~/Ua ,<1it/e 

George Fred Keck, Archilect 

• Much brighter rooms are on the way, with an 

abundance of healthful, cheerful, eye- aving day

light. Indoor and outdoor beauty will be blended 

.. . by "opening" walls with glass, for full enjoy

ment of gardens, flowers and views. 

The e are the benefits of Daylight Engineering 

that add up to a quicker "yes' from prospect .. . 

that promise better satisfaction on the part of home

owners . .. that insure la ting property values. 

The pictures on this page show what Daylight 

Engineering can do for a living room. ame room 

. . . same furnishings . .. but compare them and 

you' ll ee how smart use of glass gives a house 

extra appeal. Remember, larger gla s areas need 

not be a threat to winter comfort or heating 

bill . For Libbey·Owens·Ford has developed an 

LIBBEY'• OWEN·S •FORD 
a I/Md ,A/tUHe u,, GLASS 

amazing windowpane that insulates-Thermopane. 

The benefits of Thermopane are described briefly 

below. For full information, write for our illu -

trated Thermopane Book and for Data Sheets by 

Don Graf. Libbey·Owens·Ford Glas Company, 

1415 1icholas Building, Toledo 3, Ohio. 

U~ane, · · · the Window 
Makes big windows . Pane that insulates 

Practical in . 
Thermopane prov· any Cllfflate 
dehydrated air . •des effective insul I' 
of glass. Thank;• t hermetically sea le; ~on because a la 

o the patented 8 etween its two Yer of 
Prevent d ' t 0 ndermetic Se 1 Panes 
th " and · a ' used t ere are only I moisture infllt . o 

. This doubl w~ glass surfaces lo ~ahon, 
mto a mod' fl e-g ass Windo•.. c ean. 

• ed s h . ~Pane flt 
Pane of re as , lUst like . s 
Year. It' gular glass . a srngle 

s a mod .• stays in / 
provide the b ern, Practical a / 
With eneflts of b ' Way to 
h . a ssurance of . •gger Window 

eatmg econ Wrnter co-f s, 
omy. '" ort and 

9 
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A GREAT 
COMBINATION 

For Better 

PLASTER 
CONSTRUCTION 

YES! - Plasterers, building contraccors, 
architects and housing authorities all agree 
on this amazing system of better plastering. 

GRIP LA TH - ''The Modern Plaster 
Base" - has many superior features . *Fire
proof *Durable *Economical * Insulacor 
*Resists Expansion *Resists Contraction 
*Better Bonding *Uniform Thickness -
Strength *Uniform Suction *Square Edged. 
' MET AL CLIPS - The Burson design that 
revolutionized plaster construction offers 
m~.ny advantages. *Crack resistant - permits 
lumber shrinkage without transmitting strains 
to plastered surfaces *Highly Soundproof 
*Less Weight - Less Costly- Saves Time. 

TOGETHER-Grip Lath and Metal 
Clips offer you a Floating Wall System 
which is truly the greatest achievement in 
plaster wall construction yet developed. 

SCHUMACHER 
WALL BOARD CORPORATION 
4301 FIRESTONE BLVD. Kimball 9211 

SOUTH GATE, CALIFORNIA 

ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE 
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••• FROM MASTERS OF HARMONY 

You may look to us for the newest 
colors in paint as well as in paint finishes. 
We specialize in both. 

For years we have been successful in 
developing and producing outstanding 
new colors in durable paint finishes for 
every decorating purpose. 

TREASURE TONES for example, 
offer you the last word in pre-harmon
ized decorative colors, in new ready-ro
use paint finishes which are unparalleled 
in beauty, ease of application, durability 
and economy. 

PR Em I 

Our research laboratory is constantly 
developing new materials and. processes 
ro make paints more beautiful-more 
durable and painting easier. 

CALADIUM is another good ex
ample. A new decorative coating with 
ext.reme durability. Covers every sur.face 
-even covers over asph alt without 
bleed-thru. Caladium coated surfaces 
reduce inside temperature to an 
amazing degree due to its re
markable sun-heat deflection 
properties. 

And SEAL-IED, an oil-base, velvety
flat paint for walls and ceilings that 
seals and hides in one operation. One 
coat covers right over wallpaper, old 
kalsomine, plaster and other porous sur
faces and produces a durable finish that 
is actually washable. 

From out of our years of paint exper
ience-our new ideas, materials and 
processes-will continue a constant flow 
of glorious new colors and amazing new 
paint developments ro brighten a peace
ful world of romorrow. 

SOLD THROUGH INDEPENDENT PREMIER PAINT DISTRIBUTORS 

11 
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Will be ready 
for the "case study'' 
POST-WAR HOMES 

We are following with keen attention 

the development of new building ma

terials and techniques • •• so that we 

may serve you at the very start of 

the post-war home construction era. 

WE NOW MANUFACTURE OR SUPPLY 
Douglas Fir, Redwood, Sugar or Pon
derosa Pine, Sash and Doors, Mill
work, Concrete Form Panels, Insula
tion and Insulation Board, Plaster 
Board, Sisal Craft Building Paper, 
Roofing, Woodlife Water Repellant, 
Builders Hardware. 

E. K. WOOD LUMBER CO. 
4710 SOUTH ALAMEDA STREET, LOS ANGELES 

TELEPHONE JEFFERSON 3111 
MAILING ADDRESS BOX 31 SS TERMINAL ANNEX, L. A. S4 

ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE 

ART 
LOS ANGELES 

There are not many people today who do not feel that there is 
something wro.ng with art. Everywhere one finds the symptoms of 
a deep-seated malfunctioning: in the indifference or contempt of 
the layman toward art and the artist; in the wishful and mis
guided interpretations of the critic endeavoring to find significance 
in contemporary art activity; and in that activity itself as pursued 
by the majority of present day artists. There is an increasing 
amount of talk about "art related to life", coupled with a sorry 
absence of the fundamental knowledge necessary to understand 
what constitutes such a relationship. Not the least fallacious of these 
suppositions is that predicated on the belief that existing standards 
of art have merely to become adapted to existing social patterns 
in order to make art fecund. 

In having found so little of use to him, the non-art patron (viz., 
the majority of the population) rightly regards art as a bore, an 
indulgence of eccentric personalities, or a luxury item of the 
privileged class. To the extent, however, that the members of this 
group condemn art because they cannot understand it, or wish to 
reduce it yet further to an imitative technical feat, they are no 
more in the way of bringing art back to a social necessity than 
the artist who pins his faith in mass distribution of his product, 
or in advertising, or in the museum, or in forming organizations 
to "protect his rights". Art can truly function only as it is in
telligible, and hence, as it transmits knowledge. For this it is as 
necessary to be in possession of a commonly understood "language" 
as communication through words is dependent upon a common 
to.ngue. That we no longer have such a language-such symbols
is manifest in the frequently repeated plaint: "What does it mean?" 
We have forgotten the use of symbols because we have lost sight 
of the purpose of art. Instead, we have evolved a kind of personal 
symbolism based on the private association of ideas, and "art has 
come to be a sort of private autobiography of the artist." It is 
little to be wondered at that the artist now fashions his efforts to 
"reach the public" on the same pattern as that used by any other 
manufacturer of non-essential commodities. Like the latter, he con
ceives his product as a leisure-time embellishment, and maps out 
campaigns to entice the surplus dollars from the reluctant pockets 
of those who seek their pleasure in "the finer things of life". Art 
reduced to this level becomes an item for interior decoration, and 
is of about as much consequence as antique furniture or gold
plated bathroom fixtures. 

As long as art is a commodity and not a way of life, as long as 
it exists apart from the stream of man's day by day existence, 
having little or nothing to do with the structure of that existence, 
art will remain for the most part a parasitic activity of psychotic 
personalities. It is not without significance that we have a saying: 
"Business before pleasure"-with its suggested corollary that busi
ness is without pleasure. In the truest meaning of the word art, busi
ness- all industry, is without art today. The ancients-all primi
tive peoples-lived to work, and art and work were synonymous. 
Most of us now work in order to live. If man has been reduced 
to a cog in a vast and complex piece of economic machinery, almost 
every detail of which is without beauty, can he be expected to 
understand beauty? If spiritual values are absent in the society of 
which he is a part, if a common purpose and understanding has 
been lost, and material values alone constitute man's aspirations, 
then indeed there can be no art. If, as Aristotle said, the general end 
of art is the good of man, can that good be achieved in man's occa
sional visit to a museum (the contents thereof being largely un
decipherable to him) or his even more infrequent purchase of a 
so-called work of art for which he has no more use than to hang on 
his wall or place on a mantle? 
Before we can have an "art related to life" we must first re
define "art" in terms of life; and before we can attempt this we 
must re-evaluate what we mean by " life" . If life has no other 
purpose than to sustain itself (or, as at present, to destroy itself) 
it is pure mockery to speak of art as existing at all, other than 
through the isolated efforts of principled men, whose work, never
theless, remains unacceptable to the people as a whole. It is an 
invention of modern times (i.e., since the Renaissance} that great 
art is .not recognized by one's contemporaries and must wait for 
posterity to be given its due. Such a (continued on page 19) 
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Recognizing its dealers' demands for improved 

facilities for their customers, and in anticipa

tion of a greatly expanded postwar business-

GENERAL MOTORS 
CORPORATION 

announces 

A DESIGN 
COMPETITION 

for 

AUTOMOBILE DEALER 
PLACES OF BUSINESS 

Conducted by The Arcnitecrural Forum 

The Problem Involves the Use of Buildings 
and Grounds for Showrooms and Offices, 
Service Facilities, Parts and Accessories 
Merchandising and Used Car Display. 

The vast improvement in design, operating 

efficiency and economy, which has made 

the automobile a universal means of trans

portation, has outdistanced the facilities and 

locations in which these cars are sold and 

serviced . Most of these buildings are out

moded and inadequate in terms of today's 

standards, even more so in terms of tomorrow's. 
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Recent surveys show that many Genera I 

Motors dealers plan to correct this situation 

as soon as building restrictions are relaxed. As 

its contribution toward an improved srandard 

of automotive sales and service facilities, 

General Motors believes it should call on the 

creative talents of the architectural profes

sion in arriving at forward-looking solutions 

to this unique and important problem. 

General Motors has therefore established 

60 PRIZE AWARDS 
TOTALING $55,000 
to induce the widespread participation of 

architects, designers, drafts men and students 

in the competition. 

The Professional Adviser, in collaboration 

with automotive experts, has prepared the 

program, which will include all data neces

sary to guide competitors. 

SEE FOLLOWING PAGE FOR AWARD DETAILS 

. ' 
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This competition is limited to residents of the continental United 

States and Canada. Employees of General Motors or its sub
sidiaries, of The Architectural Forum or of advertising agencies 
serving the above, are not eligible. Competitors must register 
in order to receive the program and complete instructions. 

The competition closes at midnight, April 16, 1945. 

George Nelson, A. I. A., Professional Ad viser, c/ o The Arch itectural Fo rum, 

Empire Stale Bu ild ing, 350 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, N. Y. 

I intend to enter the GENERAL MOTO RS competition. Pl ease send me the pro

gram, including the condi tions govern ing th e competition and awards. 

Fi rm !if anyl __________________________ _ 

Address _ __________________________ _ 

City ________________ State __________ _ 

Check one: Archi tect ___ Designer ___ Draftsman ___ Student __ _ 

Other Occupation ____________ _ 

/ 

J 
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ART A few months back the parntrngs of Josef Scharl were shown at 
continued from page 14 h S F M f A d d 1 t e an rancisco useum o rt an it was rea i y apparent that 
notion is not only a condemnation of the art which has been 
produced · since then, but of the whole culture of which it is a he was an artist of unusual individuality and ability. During the 
product. the ray of hope which is yet but dimly penetrating the Christmas season the de Young Museum has shown his illustra-

1 d 
, tions for a complete edition of Grimm's Fairy Tales (published by 

darkness is neither crad ed in in ustry s indulgent patronage of Pantheon Books of New York at $7.50). The illustrations are line 
contemporary artists, nor measured by the meter which tabulates drawings, some black and white and others hand colored with 
the Sunday thousands who traipse through our museums, nor 
reckoned by the dollars wheedled from a war-prosperous populace. simple handling in primary red, blue and yellow. Scharl is un-
Rather its source is to be found in the industry of men who believe doubtedly one of the outstanding illustrators of our time. His work 
in the inherent dignity of man, who recognize no division of races is imaginative and varied, rich in good draughtsmanship and as 
but one race; in men of principle, whoever they are, whatever appealing to a grown-up as to a child. The Grimm brothers, them-
their tools may be, who are seeking the means to achieve a peace selves, could not have wished for more appropriate illustrations 
on earth and a brotherhood of man. In their living and in their for their work or a man more fitted for the task. For Scharl is of 
work is a reflection of an order which might emerge again in the peasant origin, born in Bavaria and brought up in the colorful 
future, obscuring the disorder of the present. These are the men- background of the folk art of that land. Thus he brings to his 
the artists, to whom we may look for the re-creation of a universal illustrations an innate understanding of the fancifulness and 
language which all may once again understand.-GRACE CLEMENTS grotesquerie which the stories require. 
5 A N F R A N C I 5 C 0 Another of the de Young exhibits, that of Charlotte Berend, in· 
Art has come a long way in America in the last ten or fifteen years eludes both oils and watercolors. The curious thing about this 
but it still has a long way to go. The general public has come to (continued on page 25) 
know that art-painting, sculpture, drawing ~------------------------------'---

-is practiced by a great many people for 
pleasure and for profit: Business has found 
that art can be made to pay dividends be
cause people like to look at pictures. But 
the significance of art, its true place in our 
culture and society, the fact that it forms 
the spearhead of our progress is still not 
understood. How little this is understood by 
matter-of fact business men-at least some of 
them- is illustrated in this minor episode 
in the Navy's search for office space in 
San Francisco (the story was recently told 
by an amused participant). Office space, in 
large units, is now at a premium in this city 
and the Navy needs more. The situation is 
such that the Navy has had to resort to 
condemnation proceedings and in this par
ticular case a hearing was being held to 
determine whether the occupants of a certain 
building should be forced to vacate or no. 
The occupants had formed a committee to 
search for other possible space which the 
Navy might be persuaded to accept and they 
thought they had found the very thing. The 
whole fourth floor of the Veterans' Memorial 
Building, they said, was empty-except for 
some pictures on the walls and those, no 
doubt, could be left there for decorative 
value. To date the Navy has not taken over
probably because the fourth floor of the 
Veterans' Memorial Building is the San Fran
cisco Museum of Art. At about the same 
time, as a note of contrast, the annual dis
play o.f the collection of a former San Fran
cisco business man, the late Albert Bender, 
was taking place on that same fourth floor. 
Bender was a great friend and contributor 
to the cause of art and artists during his 
life in San Francisco. His collection includes 
the works of leading artists of our time in 
America and of the world as well as works 
by Bay Area artists, both those who had 
arrived and those who were up and coming. 
Dr. Grace L. McCann Morley, director of the 
San Francisco Museum once wrote of Bender's 
philosophy: "Albert M. Bender believes that 
art flourishes only if it is understood, ap· 
preciated, purchased as it is produced. He 
does not expect every painting or sculpture 
to be a masterpiece, he knows that every 
good work has importance for its own time 
because of its living quality, he is content 
to let the future discern the masterwork if he 
can lead the public to see its own time re· 
fleeted worthily in its art, and can help the 
creative artists to live while they work." 

FOR A MODERN 

nta/ Wal/ Lightin 
ources concealed be . ~ 

an in 

Convenience Outlet Strips . . 
An especial! y effective means ?f 
providing adequate oude:s. Consist 
of plastic strips containing neces
sary wiring and oudets spaced about 
rwo feet apart. Strips are installed 

d moulding or baseboard of 

Service Cart c . 
s d · h · · · ontains toaster 
~n WJC grill and other small ap: 

p iances, and food warming com
panml em. P_ermits use of small elcc
tnca cooking r h . app iances almost 
anyw ere m the home, indudin 
patio or barbecue c · g 1 . • ontmuous ou t-
er Strip runs around upper edge of 

cart. 

DINING ROOM 

Comfort, charm and convenience may be added to any dining room 

electrically with the twelve ideas presented in the Edison Company's 

booklet "Electricity in Your Home Plans". The book also describes 

and illustrates more than one hundred other electrical ideas for every 

room, the garage and yard of the modern home! You should have a 

copy of this popular and useful book. It's free-write to the Southern 

California Edison Company Ltd., P.O. Box 351, Los Angeles 53, Calif. 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY LTD. 
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Its three ton stomach 

started with a window screen 

When the CG4A 
Glider disgorges men 

and materials on a new 
air held front, give a 
service ribbon to Ceco 
metal window screens. 

For from the engineering and 
manufacturing skill absorbed in the manufacture of 
this lightweight, rugged, metal frame screen came 
hundreds of glider fuselages for the Army Air Forces. 

The fabrication of gliders requires the full use of 
Ceco's engineering skill and experience with light
weight metals. And depend on it-the additional skills 
learned in the fabrication of this remarkably tough, 
serviceable Glider will produce an even finer CECO 

screen for every type opening after the war. 

No job, no opening, too cliffieult for CECO to screen 

Ceco became the largest manufacturer of custom ma~e 
screens in the world because Ceco brought to the 
making of screens the designing ability and precision 
workmanship of an engineering company. Ceco has 
solved the most difficult screening problems through 
better engineering, often redesigning and rebuilding 
openings_ before screen insi:~llation . . 

The large proportion of CECO screens in govern
ment buildings .. . over 500 U. S. post offices from 
coast tO coast, veterans' hospitals, Federal court houses, 
Treasury Department offices, etc., is proof for archi
tects of the outstanding quality of this Ceco product. 

ENGINEERING MAKES THE BIG DIFFERENCE IN CECO 
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7 reasons why you should specify Ceco Screens! 
1. Greater strength and rigidity ... all Ceco metal frame 

screens are made from cold rolled light gauge metal or 
extruded sections, all corners expercly welded for ad
ditional strength. 

2 . Your choice of steel , aluminum, bronze, or copper frames 
finished in any color specified ... paint always baked 
on. Choice of any screen cloth, including Koolshade. 

3. Ceco screens are rustproofed. Ceco steel frame screens 
are given a special proceccive bonderizing creacmenc. 

4 . No warping, shrinking , or swelling with Ceco metal 
frame screens. Assured ease of operation, installation 
and removal. 

5 . No scoring problem with Ceco metal frame screens. 
Easy to stack ... no danger of breakage. 

6. Ceco metal frame screens are lifetime screens. Wear
proof, termite proof a nd rustproof. 

7 . Ceco screens cost no more ... cue maintenance cost co 
minimum, providing substa ntial savings over a several 
year period. 

CECO STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
General Offices: Omaha, Nebraska 

Mm111fact11ring Division: 5 70 l W. 26th Sc., Chicago, Ill. 

(Ceco screen shown 011 the Ceco residentia l casemt11J window.,. a s11n maximum window 
of jJro ven fl(/ap labilily lo all Jypes of archi1ec/11re ·i11 !he residenlial a11d ajJar/111enl field.) 

OTHER CECO ENGINEERED PRODUCTS: All types of metal residential 
and industrial windows, all types of steel doors , metal Jach, metal 
weacherscrips, steel joists, sceel roof deck. Meyer Sceelforms, adjust
able shores arid clamps , concrete reinforcing bars, and welded fabric. 
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MUSIC 
The material of this column has been paraphrased from The Rise of 
Music in the Ancient World East and West by Curt Sach, W. W. 
f!orton & Co., Inc., 1943. Except the marked quotations the language 
is that of the paraphraser. I have thought a summary of this material 
to be of importance for two reasons: first, because it marks a new 
high in the study of the origins of music as an art; secondly, be
cause a work of such technical importance is not likely to reach 
a large audience, unless the attention of many readers has been 
specifically drawn to it. Though the book as a whole is tough 
going for amateurs, it contains many passages of broad general 
interest which serve as a background to the understanding of our 
own music_ Scientific theories about the origins of music have hee.n 
until recent years deliberate fictions which seemed probable to their 
inventors but afforded little information to the student: Imitation 
of animals, elaboration of mating calls, expansion of speech or lan
guage have been brought forward as explanations, in addition to 
historical or mythological tales. None of these has recognized the 
fact that music does 'not evolve in accordance with the develop
ment of racial culture. Archaic musical devices are often found in 
a highly developed local civilization. The ancient songs survive like 
characteristic gestures of the spiritual and motor impulses common 
to the race. 
"Music begins with singing." Singing is a continuous accompani
ment of every action in the primitive life. "It conveys poetry, and in 
rest and peaceful work diverts, elates and lulls; it gives hypnoti c 
trance to those who heal the sick and strive for luck and life in 
magic incantation; it keeps awake the dancers' yielding muscles, 
intoxicates the fighting men and leads the squaw to ecstasy." Primi
tive singing is not an extension of the speaking voice; it is a 
strained, unnatural vocalism, intended to be as unlike the speaker's 
natural voice as possible. The author does not intimate whether 
this a.rtif.icial ~e~ns may be explained as in some way differentiating 
the smgmg sp1nt, the unconscious or subconscious from the de
liberate being. Probably a religious connotation m~y be given it, 
as a. form of p.rophetic utterance or speaking with tongues. The 
art is ra~her this manner or technique of singing than the tones 
sung. This .art quality survives in the proper playing of many non
European mstruments, particularly in Chinese music, which has 

ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE 

become by internal concentration an art of separately articulated 
tones. 
The eighteenth century notion of primitive freedom, popularized by 
Rousseau, has diverted attention from the fact that the primitive 
life is in reality almost uniform. "Despite all differences in tempera
ment, character, and intelligence, every act, be it practical or 
artistic, is understood by the fellow tribesmen, much as an animal's 
act is understood by its fellow creatures." Primitive poetry and 
music are closely related and as unlike conversational speech as 
possible. "Art denaturalizes nature in order to raise it to a higher, 
or at · least a different plane." Music, like gesture and dancing, 
is a form of motor response with meaning supplementing action. 
"The earliest melodies traceable have two tones." The use of these 
tones, though rudimentary, is not without order, resembling the sing
ing of children or the basso ostinato of modern music. The poetry 
which the music accompanies is also based on repetition, with slight 
changes to sustain interest. Variation of the final tone produces a 
compound unit of motif and reiteration, a semi-cadence · and a 
cadence, articulating what would be otherwise mere repetition. 
This cadential contrast between the unfinished and the finished 
act is also illustrated in the dance, the stepping out and the return, 
the contraction of the muscle and the release. This union of two 
phrases to form a period creates on a primitive level the "most 
fertile of musical structure schemes, the lied form." 
Melodies of two tones differ in the width of the interval from a 
second to as much as a fourth. "Roughly speaking, peoples whose 
dances are somewhat expanded use larger melodic steps than those 
whose dances are more or less closed." This inseparable relation 
between music and motor imJ>ulse expresses the performer's tempera
ment and is as true for tribes, peoples, and races, under primitive 
conditions, as for the creative i,ndividual. Melodies of two, three, 
or four tones with occasional extra tones may have great emotional 
intensity and pathos. Such melodies are elaborated by addition only 
and lack organization. The units can neither be organized as forms 
nor the forms in turn integrated into extended compositions. 
Primitive music is of three main sorts. It serves as a vehicle for 
words (logo genie}. It breaks forth as the expression of violent emo
tion ( pathogenU:) in cries of anger or pleasure and continues in 
diminishing power and in descending tone patterns to the extent 
of the singer's vocal endurance. The third sort of music is a com
bination of these two extremes {melogenic). It uses the emotional 
variation to give pathos to the meaning but subordinates the emo· 

(continued on page 25) 

B U Y u. s. WA R B 0 N D S A N D H 0 L D T H E M ! 

OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL WESTERN CITIES BRANCH AND WAREHOUSE IN SAN FRANCISCO 
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BOOKS 
THE CROSS AND THE SWORD (George Doherty; Harper's 
Magazine, January, 1945) Not. a book, but a preliminary sur
vey of a book that is being written, The Cross and the Sword, 
ten page article in the January issue of Harper's Magazine, 
is more worthy of comment than any of the full length volumes 
that have come on the market in the past month. George 
Doherty writes about the growth of Fascism in Argentina: reveals 
it in all its ugliness, all its bigotry; in its denial of reason, its 
sadism, its malignance, its threat of epidemic; in short, in all its 
resemblance to European Fascism of the past, to latent Fascism 
in the United States of America. Also, he removes the hush-hush 
from the topic of Argentine Fascism in relation to the Catholic 
Church. 
This hush-hush in the United States is as ominous as Fascism itself 
is in the Argentine; because, in the septic gelatin of contradictions 
in which Fascism grows, it covers a source of Fascism in our own 
land. It masks a belief, the worse for being extensively sincere, that 
Fascism and Catholicism go hand in hand. 
This belief, unavowed and uncorrected, is a break for the forces 
of despotism-the groups that manipulate disaffected minorities. 
In Germany they made a mistake: they attacked on two fronts at 
once. They attacked both Jews and Catholics, thus uniting them. 
The Argentine situation, unless clarified by such analyses as 
Doherty's. will provide shining opportunity to avoid this tactical 
error in the United States. The procedure will be simple: tell all 
Catholics that all Jews are Communists; tell all Jews that all 
Catholics are Fascists-look what they've done in the Argentine! 
Unite each group by providing it with the other as an enemy; then 
set group against group, neutralize both, and move in the Storm 
Troopers. Tell BIG lies. Spread confusion, disunion, :mspicion. 
Divide and conquer. Oh, yes-it's old stuff. We've been reading it 
for years. We recognize descriptions of it on the printed page. The 
trouble is, we don't recognize it on the Pico bus, and at cocktail 
parties, and even at times {mercifully few, so far) on the radio. 
Yet everyone who keeps his mind moderately awake must ·have ob
served already how the Argentine situation has been used to pro
mote group hostilities. 

It is a singular fact that religious prejudice should be so in
flammable in this, of all countries, where not one person in ten has 
any theological convictions; where not one person in ten thousand 
knows enough about any form of Christian doctrine to he able to 
carry on an intelligent discussion about it. Though Christianity is 
nin~ tenths Jewish, rabble rousers will find belief when they say 
there is a wide gulf between Judaism and Christianity. Though 
theological differences between Christian sects never reach the 
point where they could affect ethical conduct, they have been ex
ploited to the point of rioting. Since people don't know the truth, 
tell them any sort of lurid fiction, and you'll get away with it. Tell 
them about the Protocols of Zion. Tell them about the Knights of 
Columbus Oath. Millions will accept one or the other ; and both 
will find ready credence among many hard headed individuals 
who, for lack of proof, will not believe in God. 
For this reason the book Doherty projects, and the article he has 
written as its forerunner, represent something more than just 

{continued on page 47 ) 

UNDER ONE ROOF 
We offer you the most complete and comprehensive 

showing of all types of decorative and modern fur

niture to be seen anywhere. 

HAROLD HERLIHY COMPANY 
Strictly Wholuale 

816 South Figueroa St. Los Angeles, Calif. 
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Wood goes up 
fast ... wood 
helped speed 
the war effort. 
Wood will do 

the same f~r you when you shift 
to peacetime construction. 

7~ v~ COMBATS 
DECAY AND TERMITE ATTACK 

Wolman Salts* pre
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The performance of 
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of feet of lumber treated with .it testifies 
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COFF.fE TABLE IN COLORED 
LACQUER OR NATURAL MAPLE 
FINISH • ONE DESIGN OUT OF 
COLLECTION NOW PRODUCED FOR 
THE WEST COAST • WRITE FOR 
NAME OF DEALER NEAREST YOU. 

VAN K E P P E L - G R E E N 
9529 SANTA MONICA BLVD., BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA 

ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE 

I MUSIC 
IN THE CINEMA-ballet, folk dance, and pantomime 
In view of the current craze for ballet, o.ne wonders why Hollywood 
has not seized upon the full length dancing pantomime, with con
tinuous musical accompaniment, to relieve the monotony of one dra
matic picture or musical comedy after another. A great many films 
contain individual dance sequences, but these are usually a mere 
sauce to the entertainment. Most musical comedies are replete 
with tap dances and spectacles of the revue type, but there has 
been little or no attempt in American films to tell an entire story 
by means of ballet pantomime, in the manner of the stage troupes 
<Ballet Russe, Ballet Theater, and others) now touring the country. 
During recent years a few shorts devoted entirely to ballet were 
made by Warner Brothers, including photographic reproductions 
of Gaite Parisienne and Spanish Fiesta, (Capriccio Espagnole) 
with the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo; Carnival of Rhythm, featur
ing Katherine Dunham and her negro dancers, and one or two 
others. Then there were several feature pictures in which a ballet 
company or a ballerina appeared, but always as .part of. a revue or a 
drama. The Goldwyn Follies (1937) used the American Ballet; 
Irina Baranova appeared prominently in Florian (M.G.M., 1939) ; 
and some beautiful choreography was contained in a Paramount 
picture (1941) made from Ballerina, the life story of a ballet dancer 
which was renamed, characteristically, The Men in Her Life. More 
recently, dance sequences that are an integral part of the plot have 
been incorporated into such films as Cover Girl (Gene Kelly and 
Rita Hayworth) and the entertaining all-Negro picture, Stormy 
Weather, with Lena Horne. ' " ' 
But since the popularity of full-length screen ballet has 'not been 
tested in Rural Corners, Iowa, the American cinema industry, 
with one exception, will not venture upon the thin ice of a new 
and distinctive form of motion picture entertainment. That excep
tion is Walt Disney, whose latest film, The Three Caballeros is 
essentially a full-length dancing spectacle and pantomime, em· 
bodying a radically new principle of cinema production: the com
bination of live characters and cartoon figures on the same screen. 
The Three Caballeros is authentic Latin-Americana, a tour ihrough 
the colorful regions of Brazil and Mexico that provides a rare op· 
portunity to view and hear the folk-dances and songs of our 
southern neighbors, and be entertained as well by the three comical 
birds who symbolize the countries involved: Jose Carioca, a 
Brazilian parrot, Panchito, a Mexican rooster, and Donald Duck. 
In the main portion of the film, Jose takes Donald to the beautiful 
citv of Baia in Brazil and introduces him to the first of three 
Latin-American musical stars tq appear in the picture, Aurora 
Miranda, who dances and sings a samba-jongo by the famous 
Brazilian popular composer, Ary Barroso, Os quindins de yaya. 
This variant of the most characteristic of Brazilian dances, the 
negro-influenced samba, can best be described as a two-step with a 
bounce. Its syncopated accents, occuring immediately after the 
downbeat of a measure and before the first beat of the next are the 
inspiration for a scene of pure enjoyment. as Donald and Jose 
indulge in an orgy of hip-swaying and bouncing. 
Arriving in Mexico, the rooster Panchito joins the company, and 
the three birds sing the theme song of the picture while dancing 
part of the Mexican national dance, the ]arabe Tapatio. This 
spirited step, usually done by a couple, originally represented the 
charro's (Mexican cowboy's) courtship of an oriental princess 
(China Poblana) who, according to legend, had been captured by 
pirates, sold as a slave, and was finally courted by a handsome 
charro. The climax of this dance is reached when the man throws 
his huge sombrero on the floor and the girl accepts him by dancing 
within the brim. 
Ofter viewing the Mexican children's Christmas celebration, Las 
Posadas, Panchito takes his companions aboard a magic serape 
and they fly from place to place finding music, dancing and 
romance wherever they go. The first step is Lake Patzcuaro in 
the state of Michoacan, a fisherman's paradise where· they see one 
of the many regional jarabes, called ]arabe Pateno (danced by the 
California Padua Hills Players). This is a rapid dance in alternating 
% and % time with much stamping and clicking of the heels 
(zapateados). At one point the dancers (continued on page 48) 
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ART 
continued from page 19 
artist's work is that it presents two qualities of work-one mediocre 
but the other quite good-as if Miss Beren\! was in reality, two 
people. Her oil paintings, mostly portraits, have little beyond 
average competence to recommend them and many of her water
colors are in the same category. But in a number of her water
colors, seemingly more recent ones done in Santa Barbara, she has 
achieved results of an individual and satisfying character. Such 
compositions as The Wharf in Sunshine, After the Storm, After the 
Rain, The Beach and a number of others, in which she uses a com
bination of line-like strokes and simple masses of color in a very 
free manner, she demonstrates that she has the ability to combine 
poetic expression with an economy of means and thereby achieve 
excellent watercolors. 
The Legion of Honor continues with the Sanity in Art Society 
Exhibit (the less said about this the better) and a show of Canadian 
Painting. The latter is interesting, though hardly comprehensive, 
and indicates that Canadian art is still groping toward that dusive 
quality which identifies a people. Canada is still too young for that
and perhaps we in America are too.-SQUIRE KNOWLES. 

MUSIC 
continued from page 22 
tion to the understanding of the words. This is the beginning of 
deliberate art in music. What began as undeliberate motor impulse 
is now disciplined by the structural use of intervals. The size of the 
interval and the manner of passing across it as well as the articula
tion of the tones reflect the singer's feeling about the meaning of the 
words. "Yet despite crossing and interbreeding, the original dualism 
of the two opposite principles still shows even in the complexity 
of higher musical styles. Their innate traits appear as in Mendel's 
hares and dandelions-in the tidiness of Chinese music and the fiery 
pathos of Balinese orchestras, in the strictness of Indian dance songs 
and the unbridled freedom of Mongolian laments. They are even 
more apparent in the characteristically European alternation between . 
static, 'classical,' styles, which have the accent on form and balance, 
and dynamic styles with 'endless melody' and unbounded passion." 
Primitive music at first develops in verse or phrase units without 
rhythm. With the growth of deliberate emotional elaboration the 
motor response adjusts itself to the feeling of the music, producing 
rhythm, sometimes reaching physical intoxication. To the simple bodily 
supports of rhythm, clapped hands, slapped body, stamped feet, the 
primitive singer adds rattles, clappers, stamping tubes, and drums, 
thus eventually creating instrumental music. The rhythmic pattern 
is determined not only by the nature of the individual but also by 
the shape and playing position of the instrument. This combination 
of intuitive utterance controlled by tribal patterns with a fixed 
technical means determines the technique of the particular instru
mental art. "Vocal and instrumental styles never mix and seldom 
converge in early music. MeJody is not an abstract conception to be 
indiscriminately realized either on instruments or wi th human 
voices." Voices and instruments freely sound together in different 
melodies and rhythms. Besides this entertaining confusion primi
tive music occasionally develops a true vocal polyphony. "Despite 
such achievements, primitive music depends on routine and instinct 
rather than on knowledge - - - The mental process necessary to 
pass from imitative reproduction to conscious creation was beyond 
the capacity of primitive men. This eventually developed when the 
conflux of tribes, somewhere in Asia, had produced the phenome
non that we call 'high civilization.' "-PETER YATES. 

exclusive collections of modern greeting cards 
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this mark of the three plus signs . . . symbols of 
clean design , sound construct ion and low cost 
will from now on help you to identify our products: 

furniture . . . equipment for living .. . developed · 
by our Planning Unit. Send your name for our new 

catalog to 601 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N ~ Y. 
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WHILE WE ARE AS BADLY confused as the next one and certainly in possession of no pipeline that 
leads into the innermost secret heart of the backroom of international politics, we do, within limits 
understand the meaning of words and we have been known to count up to ten on certain 
occasions. We know, for instance, that peace does not mean war and we know also that for all 
practical purposes black does not mean white. Therefore we know as well as we know the nose on our 
face that world cooperation does not mean the cooperation of a few of the great in order to manage 
the rest of the little. We also know that if a peace worth a tinker's damn is to be established, it must 
not be dependent upon the over-lordship of an international organization which commands nothing 
but the kind of lip service we have been giving the ten commandments for four thousand years. 
The world we are fighting for is not one in which we can any longer maintain a civilization on the 
basis of anybody's right hand not knowing what somebody else's left hand is doing. This business 
of the benign pat on the shoulder as we pick the pockets of our fellowmen must be put in the 
category of dirty pool, if we expect to get anywhere with world organization. 
An association of nations if it is to be regarded merely as an international washing machine into 
which we can thoughtlessly throw our dirty linen will come to the common end of all mechanical 
contrivances as soon as the first little monkey wrench gets tossed into it. It sounds pretty pompous 
perhaps to talk about moral forces in the midst of the vast, incredible immoralities of our time, 
but the only hope of sensible men must be to direct a conviction so certain and so unswerving to the 
end of a good peace that it cannot be denied. That means that no.ne of us as people or as nations 
can any longer indulge in the colossal stupidities and hypocrisies that got. us into the mess in the first 
place. We can no longer make the excuse of ignorance-we know what wars are about and we know 
within reason what makes them come about. But more important, we know now and understand the 
means by which we can prevent war. 
There are no unsurmountable complications, assuming that the majority of all human beings have 
no desire to kill one another. War is a disease, the cure for which we have known for a long time. 
A large part of that cure must be on the basis of our commitment to the world as fellow members of 
the great congress of human beings. We can no longer indulge in hysterics when what we think of as 
our own honor is attacked, if we refuse to regard the honor of others a part of our own. We can no 
longer think of wQrld affairs as something to be cut up and tailored to the last stitch in order to suit 
our own very individual tastes. If because we are big and strong we intend to make the world take 
our kind of medicine and like it then let us at least have the decency to stop pretending about the 
mantle of nobility under which we intend to cover up such a tattered and tawdry objective and for 
our own sakes, be prepared to take the consequences. 
If, however, we honestly believe in the things for which we are letting our young men die, then 
there is no time to be lost in resolving the confusions and contradictions that now beset us into a 
solution that is worthy of a worthy objective. 
Who among us is not utterly confused by this spectacle of allied men and tanks and guns shooting 
down a people for whom and with whom we are fighting a war for what we call freedom? No doubt 
there are a thousand ways in which this incredible situation can be explained. But within the explana
tion itself lies the inference that in our approach to all the problems of settlement we will bring 
thinking that has been conditioned by a sense of power and a sense of our own great strength. If our 
performance and the performance of our allies is to consist in the flexing of our muscles in order 
to frighten one another, then we are a far way from establishing a world that is based on any of 
the first principles of decency. Too many of us argue that in a realistic attitude we must be pre
pared to make concessions and compromises. That is only true when the intention behind those com
promises and when the direction of those concessions are demonstratively good in terms of the wel
fare of all people. Even then the process is suspect and is to be most carefully handled-after all, a 
hand grenade is sometimes a good and liberating thing-it all depends on where you throw it. 
At the moment, we are happily bloated with good intentions, but a careful examination of those 
intentions might be an excellent idea before some of them explode in our face. As the new world is 
born we must remember that all good people everywhere are father to the idea and it is unbecoming 
of us to assume the attitude of sole parent of a thing which has been the secret wish of all mankind 
since it first perceived the difference between lightness and darkness. 

Even~ually the guy who passes around exploding cigars gets one pushed in his own face by mistake, 
and is suddenly turned into a revengeful fiend be cause in his confused knuckle-head he is sure that 
the world is against him. 

The cards are now being dealt for the greatest poker game in history. Let us hope that by the grace of 
God, and our own good sense, we are playing with an honest deck. 

IN PASSING 
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Himself o personality of international prestige in the world of 20t h 
century pointing, o world studded with strong personalities and bristling 
with challenging points of view, Piet Mondrian at the age of 68 
entered o new phase of activity. This new and vital period was launched 
immediately ofter his arrival in New York, in October, 1940, on artist 
in exile by reason of the tyranny abroad . Born in Holland, he hod 
been living in Paris since 1910, except for on interval between 1914 
and 1918 during the lost war when he returned to neutral Holland 
and with Von Doesburg modestly formed the de Stijl group there, 
which was to hove for reaching influence on internotionol style
orchitecture ond modern design . Mondrian left Paris in 1938 and 
went to London, where war again caught up with him, and at the 
persuasion and with the assistance of his disciple, Horry Holtxmon, 
the American pointer, he finally come here. 
Mondrian hod advanced to o time of life when he might hove been 
expected to hove difficulty making on adjustment to o strange en
vironment; but consistently progressive and young in his orientation , 
he was, on the contrary and from the first, responsive and outgoing . 
The stimulation of the new life here conditioned the changes thot 
chorocterixed the new phase of his pointing . In this connect ion it is 
on interesting fact that for the first time since he hod rejected 
naturalism in its entirety thirty years before, he gove to his pictures 
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ON P I E T MONDRIAN 

by Harriet Janis 

Lower left : "Victory Boogie- Woogie" 1943-44, Mondrian' s last painting 
unfin ished at the t ime of h is death . Collection: Valent ine Dudensing. 
Be low r ight : Mor:d rian in h is New York stud io, 1942, w ith paint ings 
"New York" 194 1, and " New York City" 1942, on easels and "Composition 
with Blue Square", 1940. in hi s hand. Opposite page-top : M ondr ian, 
January 1944. Far rig h t : Mondrian's wr iting tab le, 1944, and the east wall 
of hi s last studio, 1944, (photographs by Glarner 1. 
" COMPOSI T ION " 1917- 0 l l - BY PIET MONDRIAN 
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titles with representational meanings. The paintings New Yark, New York City, Boogie 
Woogie, Broadway Boogie Woogie and Victory Boogie Waogie ( reproduced ) were 
dedicated ta the new sources of inspiration . Remnants of naturalism were still present 
in his cubist pictures, 1910-14, (example Pier and Ocean ), but his last works 
despite the titles are totally abstract bath in "genesis and form ." 

The number of artists inspired by personal contact with him, especially by the xeal 
with which he dedicated himself ta perfection as he saw it, is out of all proportion 
to the very few who were influenced by the formal elements of his style. This style, 
in its purity of spirit, precise equilibrium and immaculate painting surfaces proved 
an insurmountable achievement for the many painters who in the quiet of their studios 
and away from the public eye, tried their hand at it. The arrangements of rectangles 
in primary color that make up the bulk of Mondrian's life work were deceptively 
simple far, of all artists, he was involved with universals. The search far reality 
which goes an from birth and which in the painter is diverted essentially into the 
art farm as a search far new pictorial realities, was pursued by Mondrian with direct 
logic from the particular to the general, from concrete representation ta abstraction . 
"I tested the value of destroying particularities of farm and thus opening the way to 
a more universal construction," he wrote. 

It seemed as if he himself had this universality, this quality of timelessness, and that 
he was destined to live on indefinitely while other mortals passed away. · Still, this 
imposing side of his personality could recede ta the point where it seemed at variance 
with the iconoclasm and severity of his pictures, with the potency of a psychalogic 
drive that had manifested itself far over thirty years in painting composed of horixon
"tal and vertical lines. At such times he was a figure head come to life, an authori
tative yet wholly approachable person with warm affection far people, lively interest 
in the pulse of a modern city and in our native boogie waogie piano, as well as refresh
ing catholicity of sentiment in his acceptance of the painting styles of other artists . 
Only at work did he demonstrate the single-minded tenacity of purpose, the :;earch \'or 
perfection that converted his assortments of elementary geometric areas into •mtities 
of highest esthetic. 

His favorite vista in New York was from the earner of 34th Street and Eighth Avenue 
looking north at the facades and masses of the buildings concentrated in this :;ection. 
His favorite haunt was Cafe Society, Downtown, which he frequented and where he 
went especially ta hear Albert Ammons, Meade Lux Lewis and Pete Johnson , the 
Negro boogie waogie pianists who played there. 
Among his friends here were surrealist painters, Max Ernst in particular, all of whom 
he met an democratic terms somehow never possible in Paris, where difference in 
paint of view sufficed to constitute the a priori basis for personal animosity. Through 
this contact, surrealisf"s,. who have specialixed in the study of the processes of creative 
activity, began to understand the compulsive aspect of his creative mechanism-the 
irresistible, subconscious motivation that takes control of conscious action-and per
ceiving the correspondences with their awn processes, were able ta achieve a toler
ance for work so antithetic to their own . (continued an page 30 ) 
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NOTES ON PIET MONDRIAN (continued ) 

They ceased to accuse him of sterility in his art, to assume that, because 
his paintings were abstract, they were devoid of implication, as well . 
As far Mondrian, he was capable of unreserved admiration far artists 
as different as Picasso, Ernst, Madel, and the self-taught painter Hirsh
field. He paid homage ta the latter by appearing at the opening of the 
Hirshfield shaw held last summer at the Museum of Modern Art. At 
a little informal picnic in the garden, these two men, both in their 
seventies, and both, though at apposite pales of sophistication , compulsive 
painters, sot at apposite ends of a long table of guests. 'The ·:ontrast 
between them is dramatically emhasi:z:ed by their opinions of each other's 
work . Hirshfield voiced the sentiment typical of the self-taught artist, 
who, even when he possesses a powerful and sure intuition in his awn 
painting, invariably shows the weakness of unintegrated judgment in !tis 
appraisal of the work of other artists . Indicating a paint ing by Mondrian, 
his comment was one of amo:z:ement that "a museum would pay money 
for that." On the other hand, Mondrian, with the broad critical acumen 
of the true initiate, could evaluate objectively and comparatively the 
esthetic content of Hirschfield ' s work, wherein he perceived one of our 
strangest contemporary talents . 
In spite of Mondrian ' s stature and the historical importance of his posi
tion in 20th century painting, he did not have a one-man shaw until he 
was 70. Previously the largest showing of his work had been the inclu
sion of nine paintings in the Cubism and Abstract Art exhibit at the 
Museum of Modern Art in 1936. In 1942 the Valentine Gallery gave 
a retrospective exhibit including paintings done in America and a group 
of works done abroad and altered here, clearly revealing the difference 
in spirit btween bath and inadvertently demonstrating the conflict result
ing from the attempt of any artist ta merge two periods of his work, e ven 
within a convention as closed as that of Mondrian. Also shown in this 
exhibit were several paintings of the classical style dating from 1920, 
the style by which he is perhaps best known, a group of his 1910-14 
pictures showing cubist and impressionist influences, and earlier still, one 
or two of his drawings of flowers. 
Fram the beginning Mondrian showed the general trend which developed 

ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE 

later as his personal style. In retrospect he wrote, "'Even at this time I 
disliked particular movement, such as people in action ." The pictorial 
transition in which he began ta deviate from the natural aspects of reality, 
came with cubism in Paris in 1910. This path he fallowed with the 
directness of an arrow flying toward its target, although the many years 
it took ta reach its objective reduced the flight of the arrow ta a :;eem
ing slaw motion . Mondrian participated in the cubist point of view 
until 1914. He later wrote: " Gradually I became aware that cubism 
did not accept the logical consequences of its awn discoveries" and he 
excluded all curved lines until "finally my compositions consisted only 
of vertical and hori:z:ontal lines which farmed crosses, each one separate 
and detached from the other." Thus Mondrian ' s rigid and logical accept
ance of the intent of cubist geometry, foreshadows his later rejection 
of the th ird dimension entirely, far a logic which he evolved based upon 
a two dimensional ideal geometry. 

Because of the crosses which appeared in his pictures, though in a less 
obvious manner, throughout his life, it has been said of Mondrian that he 
was dominated by a Christian complex . This obse rvation is perhaps 
mare obvious than discerning, far the presence of the symbol is so 
general throughout our culture that, in or out of direct context, it may 
suggest, but certainly need not inevitably imply, religiosity. As an ex
ample, though centuries apart in paint of time, there is still an inter
esting similarity between the pattern and the spirit of Mondrian's crosses 
and the designs an the patriarchs' robes in 14th century Russian icons. 
Mondrian's plus and minus period and the black and red crosses an the 
ivory-white robes are strikingly similar as abstractions, although the symbol 
in the Russian icons has naturally a consciously religious inference which 
if it results at all in Mondrian, does so only incidentally in his abstract 
employment of hori:z:ontal and ver tical lines . These he says, "are the 
expression of two apposing forces; they exist everywhere and dominate 
everything; their reciprocal action constitutes ' life'." Mondrian was 
ascetic, frugal , monast ic, religious in the auste rity of his principles; his 
work generali:z:es a rel ig ious spirit which might bz said to have diffused 
his whole personality, and one evidently wide r than that contained in any 
specific re ligious dogma . 

In his generali:z:ations Mond rian fallow ed a progression that was to lead 
him ta the pictorial constants which aided in formulating the de Stijl 
theories of neo-plasticism, 1917. These proved to be the fundamentals 
inherent in the canvas itself-hari:z:ontal and vertical direction and two
dimensionality-and expressed in primary color. At this time the com 
position in his pictures, conceived on one plane and with ne ither a base 
nor internal focal point is o composition virtually suspended in space . 
Crosses are extended into lines, black lines which establish a running 
continuity, creating breaks of varying length as they leave the canvas 
and return to pass compulsively through the composition . They intersect 
planes unequal in si:z:e and color density, consisting of gradations of white 
countered by small areas of yellow, red, a nd blue. The planes •Jnd ~h e 

black lines create a structure composed of static areas and of movements 
which establish the validity of the pictorial unity by achieving for the 
complete picture exact equilibrium within itself and in its relation to 
outer space . 
Nat until he came to New Yark did Mondrian alter this theme. Then, 
colored lines began to supplant the familiar block ones and the spaces 
to enclose other areas. His lost two pictures contain several variations 
of white, a return to the occasional grey of his 1917 phase, and a meatier 
use of pigment. The lines which formerly were of single color, ore 
broken in his last two pictures into segments or intervals of vo~ious colors. 
Of such minute variations as the extension of a line, its change from 
block to color and then to dots and dashes of color, are Mondrian's phases 
composed. Nevertheless his canvases have the power to convince, perhaps 
mainly because they embody a striving for purity of expression, for 
maintaining the spiritual integrity of the concept, which carry over to 
the observer. The artist's hand, like the needle of a recording machine, 
engraves into his picture a graph of his natural temperament, his back
ground and environment and his thoughts and feelings at the moment of 
recording. Mondrian has a nervous se nsibil ity shielded behind discipline 
and rigorous control; the infi nite core a nd pa t ience with which ·ihe 
picture is nurtured bring into prominence an ardor almost romantic . 
He was highly articulate and explained his aims with unusual concise 
ness and logic, and it is evident from his writings that he was o theorist 
carrying his approach almost to the farthest point of pure esthetics. Be
cause of this, it was a revelation to see haw he worked, as one could 
observe in his studio. Totally unexpected was his method of laying out 
the lines of the composition with streamers of tape, of adjusting and 
changing them continuously and to the minutest degree be fore and even 
after painting . This continual and obsessive tinkering with the equilibrium 
of the picture makes one reali:z:e it was the objective result, not of on 
objective process, but of a purely subjective one, the opposite of what 
even Mondrian believed he was achieving ; (continued on page 48 ) 
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FUTURE CITIES 

A C H A· L L E N G E 
by Simon Eisner 

Sitting on a mountain, looking down on the presumably civilized 
world below, it is good to be free of the noises, smells, and conges
tion of the city. How readily we fall prey to the theory that these 
annoying conditions are the city, and that they are inevitable wher
ever we locate our living and working complexes. 

As a matter of fact, can you imagine any city, anywhere which doe:o 
not torment its occupants with shrieking sirens, clanging bells, 
honking horns, and the grating of iron wheels on iron street car 
tracks? Can you imagine a large city anywhere without an over
hanging pall of smoke from improperly located and carelessly 
operated industrial plants? In which city would you say the 
traffic and parking problems have bee.n adequately solved? It is no 
wonder, that the future of the city is being viewed with more than 
a little alarm. It has created an environment which has made 
people subject to nervous and respiratory diseases; it has helped 
create jitterbug mental reflexes. We think of our cities, not as the 
most advanced form of social and cultural development, but in 
terms of its obnoxious characteristics and of the thoughtless and 
unplanned activities which are permitted within its boundaries. 

The city as a cultural, social and economic entity, has real values 
not found · elsewhere in human relationships. That it does not 
deliver the goods in any of these catagories, that the physical struc
ture is confused and obsolete is not the fault of the cities, but of the 
illogical bondage which does not permit its change without dis
ruption. False values are, in the long run, destroying all of the 
positive values which the present city possesses. Owners of urban 
real estate have been awakened with a jolt to this realization. Exist
ing conditio.ns have compelled many central business district asso
ciations, as well as individual owners to show active interest in 
proposals for the redevelopment of the urban center. They know 
what it means to them in dollars and cents. This planned urban 
redevelopment could preserve the many real values in the centers 
which are now lost because of surrounding confusion. It must 
be repeated that. redevelopment does not necessarily mean tearing 
down everything, regardless of its potential value, but it will mean 
the freeing for more efficient use those elements of our com
munities which will strangle with the less valuable parts, unless 
we do the required job. 

One day this war will end and people of _the world will be con
fronted with the task . of rebuilding many cities. Not all of those 
to be rebuilt will have been destroyed by the war itself, although 
the piles of rubble and junk which litter the continents of Europe 
and Asia remind us th11t the enormity of this problem will be almost 
beyond human comprehension. We in America, will have to tackle 
the job of rebuilding our cities because American people cannot 
long tolerate the continuance of obsolete, c.onfused, inefficient, and 
anti-social conditions which our inertia and neglect in the past has 
permitted to come into existence. Reflected in our idealism and 
expressed in the energies of our productive capacities, (which 
must not be permitted to dissipate to meaningless inactivity after 
the war) is this spirit which will i;iot rest until we get the best 
possible environment for ourselves and our children. Realism 

will not allow large investors to sit idly as assets disintegrate into 
ghostlike remains. 
It is important to realize that the city is not something to be 
com:idered apart from the social, cultural, economic system in which 
it exists. Basic changes will not be made at a rate more rapid than 
the changes which are made in the underlying system. The city will 
certainly not change first and the system after it-we know the city 
has always lagged far behind progress made in the social and 
economic conditions of our time. 
The disintegration of the city is well on its way. People have 
abandoned the most desirable commercial and residential loca
tions in cities, close to the centers of activity, in order to escape 
from annoyances and inconveniences. This unplanned decentraliza
tion has created satelite commu,nities about the periphery of all 
large cities, as people have tried to gain better living conditions 
while remaining as close as possible to the city upon which they 
depend for economic, social, and cultural sustenance. One of the 
reasons for the rebuilding of our cities is to overcome the necessity 
for this unplanned decentralization, otherwise we will have chaos, 
and the cost of providing the amenities and services required to 
preserve the health and general welfare of all of our people will be 
an impossible burden upon taxpayers. · 
The cities have shown the' damage done by the unplanned, un
related, and economically unsound subdivision and construction 
permitted and encouraged by the "let things take care of them
selves" policies of the peace-time years. The processes of deteriora
tion were accelerated by the construction during the "no time for 
planning" phase of the war effort. The war did not cause our 
cities to deteriorate, it merely accentuated the conflicts, confusion 
and inadequacies which already existed. Had a plan for the logical 
development of our cities been ready before the war, the housing 
and industrial developments constructed for the war effort would 
have been properly placed and would then have become a part 
of the assets of the community. This is not all, for there would 
have undoubtedly been more efficient production for the war too . 
As it is now - who knows what sort of a ghost we will have, how 
large he will be or how long he will continue to haunt our 
conscience as a reminder of lost opportunities which might have 
turned waste to great material gain - merely by the application 
of planning practices. 
Perhaps the most important reason for our continuing to tolerate 
the city as it is, is the lack of understanding among the people 
about what we want a city to be. We have been too absorbed in 
producing the automobile and the ai:rplane and becoming addicted 
to their uses, to see what they have done to the cities, to our homes, 
and to our way of living. The city has not been able to keep up 
with the "flivver" and now we are just going to have to take time 
out to catch up with the technological revolutions which have taken 
place. The catching up process is possible and necessary, under our 
present social and economic system. 
The adoption of an overall master pl,an will be necessarily - the 
result of lengthy reseo.rch and analysis. However, there are im
mediate steps, details of which follow (continued on p·age 50) 
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people make 

by Emma Lu Davis 

o The American Contemporary Gallery in Hollywood, is 
showing the drawings and paintings and brilliant chalk stu
dies of a group of novices-strictly greenhorns. They are 
students at the People's Educational Center. 

These people are people like Mrs. Nestor, a middle-aged shop 
proprietor; and Richard Gill, a Puerto Rican pharmacist; and 
Miss Adeline Drew, a precise school teacher, who grumbled 
and tied herself in knots for the first session and then cut 
loose with a bang; and Ham Wright, a physicist from Cal. 
Tech; and a girl who had always "doodled" animals but was 
afraid to try to draw seriously; and a lady who wished she 
could think up a better color scheme for her living room; 
and some Douglas engineers who said they hadn't any 
"talent" until they found they had lots of it; and many others. 

These people started drawing because they shared with most 
of the rest of the population a real longing to be able to 
express themselves in form and color. Like most other 
people they had believed that such expression was only for 
special people, for "artists." 

I started teaching them because I have learned past any 
shadow of doubt that: 

1. Most people enjoy line and color and would like to use 
them and feel frustrated because they cannot. 

2. Most people are timid and inept because they have been 
badly taught and conditioned, bored and frightened as 
children. 

3. The opinion about art for the past several hundred years 
has been that it was a God-given specialty for specialists with 
a strong emphasis on snobbery. The ordinary guy had better 
keep his great big clay feet out of it. 

Well, it seems to me that we are entering a new era, with 
different social values and approaches. If the Age of the 
Common Man is around the corner, surely a part of it should 
be a re-evaluation of arts and aesthetics. The arts must 
come down off their high horse whose name is "Fine" and 

a rt 

re101n the stream of life. For hundreds of years they have 
been severed from the lives of most people. They must be 
fused again with those lives. 

In my own field I have found that part of the solution is a 
new approach to teaching. Teaching of beginners must be 
on a very simple level. It must consist of an orderly, devel
oping series of problems which excite the interest of the 
student, which give him jobs at which he can succeed, and 
which avoid or undercut the unsealable psychological cliffs 
which indoctrination and experience have built up in his 
mind. You can seldom take these fortresses by direct as
sault. Better leave them standing while you filter in and 
occupy the territory behind. Then they will very nearly melt 
down themselves. 

First of all, to understand this approach, let us take a look 
at the drawing and painting background of the average 
person. Most small children draw naturally. Their approach 
is technically crude; it is also abstract and stylized. Willie 
and Susie smear and scribble about happily and unselfcon
sciously until they are ,four or five years old. Then the sur
rounding social values begin to shape them. They show 
mother a drawing and she says "what's that? Oh, it doesn't 
look THAT way!" (Discouragement.) Their father says "I 
never could draw a straignt line." (Nobody can do it.) The 
other kids say "cy'mon, you don't wanna draw, that's baby 
stuff." ( It's for sissies. ) As they grow older they hear of 
the uproarious parties of so-and-so who is "artistic," his 
extra-marital antics and frequent trips up the river to Reno. 
(Art is not only sissy it is socially maudlin and generally 
pretty liquorous and lewd) . 

The upshot of all this is that the average citizen thinks he 
wouldn't touch drawing with a ten-foot pole. Meantime he 
feels cheated because something he enjoyed doing was put 
out of his reach while he was still young enough to want it. 

(continued on page 49) 

~ This was a problem of balance and arrangement. It was explained to the students that c:>ur eye 
~ and mind rccogni:z:e the same two dimentional equivalents of weight and balance to which our 

bodies respond . Children learn that if a heavy pc rs-:>n and a lig~t one sit o~ a see-saw, t.he 
heavy one must sit nearer the middle . If we take the central axis. of a drawing as the po!nt 
of balance, the same rule applies. In most instances, thes~ exercises. were worked out with 
shapes cut from paper, which could be moved freely to accomplish the desired balance . 
Drawing by Anne Villard, who has had previous training . 
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The purpose of this problem was to start students to devel
oping their own symbols for abstract ideas . 
" I am afraid of People" is by a girl who worked in Production 
Illustration in an aircraft plant. She has had technical but 
little aesthetic training, and seemed confused and emotionally 
tense. This painting, whose subject was intended to provide 
a deep personal outlet, is the best and clearest thing she 
has made. 

When students begin to draw they use a very pinched, 
tight, timid line. Th is is because they think a "real
istic" delineation is a point by point survey of details 
rather than a free and intelligent summary of mea ning 
and motion . In this manner of thinking , they have not 
noticed the strength and beauty of pure line. Under 
this assignment, students were directed to draw a con
tinuous line which vaguely reminded them of an animal, 
a nd with th e fre edom to follow random associations. 
The drawi ngs represented here are remedial, specifically 
intended to release the tightness and the sense of 
conventional obligation of the student. Th e success of 
the proble m is best judged by the vigor a nd feel ing 
th e students were able to express . 
2 Mr. Wright is a physicist with no previous training. 
He easily draws in a timid, involved manner, unless 
otherwise guided . 
1 Mr. Braswell is an architect whose training has 
made him cramped and pale in the treatme nt of con
ventional art subjects. 
3 Exercise in line drawing by William Braswe ll 

Edith Braswell, a mathematic s • 
te acher, had always " doodled" 
but never had the courage to 
try serious drawing . She has a 
simple and humorous approach 
to representing animals and has 
quickly developed a feeling for 
des ign . In this exercise stu
dents cut stencils from paper 
a nd made arrangements by rub
bing charcoal dust over th e pos:
tive and negative stencils. 

Students were told to make a design for a plate u si n~ 
as subject an animal, a fish, or a bird . Th is was the 
second problem, the first dealt with line only. These 
designs for plates arc studies in shape and have two 
purposes : they give stude nts a chance to appreciate the 
qual .ty of shape by a simple mass ing of black and 
white ; and, they are an exercise in neat a nd careful 
workmanship . 
1 Mrs. Nestor, who drew this, has ne ve r done any draw
ing . Shy and self-deprecatory, she and her daughter 
laughed at the idea of her trying to draw . Working 
very diligently, she has produced drawings of unusual 
originality. Her animals seem to be from an inner 
world of imagination . 
2 "Howling Wolf." Ruth Emmanuel is the daughter 
of an art teacher a nd has had a suffocating amount of 
stiff, conventional, a rt school trai ning . She sought des
pe rate ly to break away from stifling realism, a nd the 
drawing on this plate is simple, strong, and vividly 
ex presses a lonely reaching . 

2 
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Top left: moin entronce with ouditorium wing beyond. Top 
right: view from the south with dormitory units in background . 
Center left: the large fireplace forms a focal point in the 
lounge. Center right: stairwell connecting the two levels of 
the south wing with auditorium. Right: an aver-all view 
from the south. Opposite page: boxing ring, wooden lockers 
for gymnasium, and two photographs of the auditorium . 
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T HIS building is the recreation center for approximately 300 men 
working in Mare Island, who occupy the surrounding dormitories. These 
are the F. S. A. Dormitories that lie south of Vallejo and east of William 
Wilson Wurster's Carquine% Heights project. The building fulfills the 
very urgent need inasmuch as the only nearby available recreation was 
in the saloons or at crap games. The building is intended to serve the 
project as a whole including all groups and races. The building is tem
porary and it is the intention of the .authority to tear it down after the 
war. Although there is some movement against this, there are ·enough 
reasons in the location, site plan, and construction to make it seem the 
best thing to do. The only excuse for the site is that it was the only 
centrally located piece of land big enough to take the building. As it is, 
t he building is squee%ed between an existing power line and the road 
and during the planning stage it was necessary to toke twenty feet off 
the road . Access to the outdoors and the outside recreational areas that 
should be in conjunction with such a building were not possible in this 
site. Unfortunately, baseball fields, basketball and tennis courts are 
!ocoted at considerable distance away. Construction is based on F.P.H.A. 
standard specifications for temporary buildings which were obviously not 
intended for long range use. 
The long narrow wing was raised a half a flight from the entrance level 
in order to avoid too deep a cut at the south end. The sun shades were 
placed over the west windows so that it would not be necessary to draw 
shades except in the late afternoon. The terrace outside of the meeting 
room seemed the best way of disposing of the surplus earth without 
hauling it too far . Actually un i"il a "windbreak" of trees begin to function 
it is much too windy for use . It was intended to make the building quite 
brilliant in color but the architects were somewhat subdued by the Army 
"comofleurs" who were still functioning at the time of building. 'The plans 
were begun in the engineering deportment of the Farm Security Adminis
tration under the direction of Mr. Vernon De Mars who later functioned as 
Consultant on the job. It was done for the Housing Authority of the 
City of Vallejo with Maurice J . Wilsie as Executive Director. 

·-- ~. ; .. ;:-.... ---- -- ---- -·-· --: -.- .-~ ~ -... · --... · ·1·~~· · ·--· ----~ ... ~. . ..r ·--~~J-.0'" .... ~... ::w 
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• recreation center 

Tenant Activities Building, 

Hillside Dormitories, Cal. 4215 

Housing Authority of the City of Vallejo 

Vallejo, Californ ia 

. associated architects :Theodore C. Bernardi 

James D. Wickenden 

Frederick L. Langhorst 

John C~ Funk 

structural engineer: - A. V. Saph, Jr. 

m'!chanical engineer: James Gayner 

electrical engineer: Lyle E. Patton 

landscape architect : Garrett Eckbo 
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ANNOUNCEMENT 

the case study house program 

Because most opinion, both profound and light-headed, in terms 
of post war housing is nothing but speculation in the form of talk 
and reams of paper, it occurs to us that it might be a good idea 
to get down to cases and at least make a beginning in the gather
ing of that mass of material that must eventually result in what 
we know as "house-post war". 

Agreeing that the whole matter is surrounded by conditions over 
which few of us have any control, certainly we can develop a 
point of view and do some organized thinking which might come 
to a practical end. It is with that in mind that we now an
nounce the project we have called THE "CASE STUDY" HOUSE 
PROGRAM. 

The magaxine has undertaken to supply an answer insofar as it 
is possible to correlate the facts and point them in the direction 
of on end result. We are, within the limits of uncontrollable fac
tors, proposing to begin immediately the study, planning, actual 
design and construc,tion of eight houses, each to fulfil the 
specifications of a special living problem in the Southern Cali
fornia area. Eight nationally known architects, chosen not only 
for their obvious talents, but for their ability to evaluate realisti
cally housing in terms of need, have been commissioned to take o 
plot of God's green earth and create "good" living conditions for 
eight American families. They will be free to choose or reject, 
on a merit basis, the products of national manufacturers offering 
either old or new materials considered best for the purpose by 
each architect in his attempt to create contemporary dwelling 
units. We are quite aware that the meaning of "contemporary" 
changes by the minute and it is conceivable that each architect 
might wish to change his idea or a part of his idea when time 
for actual building arrives. In that case he will, within reason, 
be permitted to do so. (Incidentally, the eight men have been 
chosen for, among other things, reasonableness, which they have · 
consistently maintained at a very high level.) 

We will try and arrange the over-all plan so that it will make 
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fairly good sense, despite the fact that building even one house 
has been known to throw a client off balance for years. Briefly, 
then, we will begin on the problem as posed to the architect, with 
the analysis of land in relation to work, schools, neighborhood 
conditions and individual family need. Each house will be de
signed within a specified budget, subject, of course, to the dic
tates of price fluctuation. It will be a natural part of the problem 
however to work as closely as possible within this budget or give 
very good reasons for not being able to do so. 

Beginning with the February issue of the magaxine and for eight 
months or longer thereafter, each house will make its appearance 
with the comments of the architect-his reasons for his solution 
and his choice of specific materials to be used. All this predi
cated on the basis of a house that he knows can be built 
when restrictions are lifted or as soon as practicable thereafter. 

Architects will be responsible to no one but the magaxine, which 
having put on a long white beard, will pose as " client". It is to be 
clearly understood that every consideration will be given to new 
materials and new techniques in house construction. And we 
must repeat again that these materials will be selected on a 
purely merit basis by the architects themselves. We have been 
promised fullest cooperation by manufacturers of products and 
applia_nces who have agreed to place in the hands of the archi
tects the full results of research on the products they intend to 
offer the public. No attempt will be made to use a material mere
ly because it is new or tricky. On the other hand, neither will 
there be any hesitation in discarding old materials and 
techniques if their only value is that they have been generally 
regarded as "safe". 

Each architect takes upon himself the responsibility of designing 
a house which would, under all ordinary conditions be subject 
to the usual (and sometimes regrettable) building restrictions. 
The house must be capable of duplication and in no sense be an 
individual "performance". 

All eight houses will be opened to the public for a period of from 
six to eight weeks and thereafter an attempt will be made to 
secure and report upon tenancy studies to see how successfully 
the job has been done. Each house will be completely furnished 
under a working arrangement between the architect, the designer 
and the furniture manufacturer, either to the architect's speci
fications or under his supervision. 

This, then, is an attempt tO find out on the most prat:tical basis 
known to us, the facts (and we hope the figures) which will be 
available to the general public when it is once more possible to 
build houses. 

It is important that the best materials available be used in the 
best possible way in order to arrive at a "good" solution of each 
problem, which in the over-all program will be general enough to 
be of practical assistance to the average American in search of 
a home in which he can afford to live. 

We can only promise our best efforts in the midst of the con
fusions and contradictions that confront every man who is now 
thinking about his post war home. We expect to report as honest
ly and directly as we know how the conclusions which must 
inevitably be drawn from the mass of material that these very 
words will loose about our heads. Therefore, while the objective 
is very firm, the means and the methods must of necessity re 
main fluid in order that the general plan can be accommodated 
to changing conditions and conceptions. 
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We hope to be able to resolve some part of that controversy now 
raging between those who believe in miracles and those who are 
dead set against them. For average prospective house owners the 
choice between the hysterics who hope to solve housing problems 
by magic alone and those who attempt to ride into the future 
piggy back on the status quo, the situation is confusing and 
discouraging. Therefore it occurs to us that the only way in which 
any of us can find out anything will be to pose specific problems 
in a specific program on a put-up-or-shut-up basis. We 
hope that a fairly good answer will be the result of our efforts. 

For ourselves, we will remain noncommital until all the facts are 
in. Of course we have opinions but they remain to be proved. 
That building, whether immediate or far distant, is likely to begin 
again where it left off, is something we frankly do not believe. 
Not only in very practical changes of materials and techniques 
but in the distribution and financif!g of those materials lie factors 
that are likely to expand considerably the definition of what we 
mean when we now say the word "house". How long it will take 
for the inevitable social and economic changes brought about by 
the war years to affect our living standards, no one can say. But, 
that ideas and attitudes will continue to change dras
tically in terms of man's need and man's ability to satisfy that 
need, is inevitable. 

Perhaps we will cling longest to the symbol of ·"house" as we 
have known it, or perhaps we will reali%e that in accommodating 
ourselves to a new world the most important step in avoiding retro
gression into the old, is a willingness to understand and to accept 
contemporary ideas in the creation of environment that is res
ponsible for shaping the largest part of our living and thinking. 

A good result of all this then, would, among other things, be 
a practical point of view based on available facts that can 
lead to a measurement of the average man's living standards in 
terms of the house he will be able to build when restrictions 
are lifted. 

We of course assume that the shape and form of post war living 
is of primary importance to a great many Americans, and that 
is our reason for attempting to find at least enough of an answer 
to give some direction to current thinking on the matter. Whether 
that answer is to be the "miracle" house remains to be seen, but 
it is our guess that after all of the witches have stirred up the 
broth, the house that will come out of the vapors will be con
ceived within the spirit of our time, using as far as is practicable, 
many war-born techniques and materials best suited to the ex
pression of man's life in the modern world. 

What man has learned about himself in the last five years will, 
we are sure, express itself in the way in which he will want to be 
housed in the future. Only one thing will stop the reali%ation of 
that wish and that is the tenacity with which man clings 
to old forms because he does not yet understand the new. 

It becomes the obligation of all those who serve and profit 
through man's wish to live well, to take the mysteries and the 
black magic out of the hard facts that go into the building of 
"house". 

This can be and, to the best of our ability, will be an attempt 
to perform some part of that service. But this program is not 
being undertaken in the spirit of the "neatest trick of the week." 
We hope it will be understood and accepted as a sincere attempt 
not merely to preview, but to assist in giving some direction to 
the creative thinking on housing being done by good architects 
and good manufacturers whose joint objective is good housing. 
-THE EDITOR. 

39 
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Hell a 

SUMNER 

J. R. 

Park 

(designe r ) studied in 

any, England, and France . He came 

e United States in 1923 and estab-

private practice in 1925 . He 

cognized for the first modern de -

of stores, restaurants, offices, 

and multiple residences and in

teriors in Los Ange les and Chicago. He 

has been inst ructor at the Art Center 

School in Los Angeles since 193 8 . In 

1937, he received recognition from the 

Royal Institu te of British Architects; 

first prize winner in the Pittsburgh Glass 

Competition in 1938. His work has been 

published in Deutsche Kunst & Decora

tion, Moderne Bauform, Nuestra Archi

tecture, Architectural Record, The For

um, Arts & Architecture, and House 

& Garden. 

PAULDING, a rch ite ct and cit y plann e r, was 

born in Ion ia , Mich igan , June 14, 1892 . He atte nd ed t he Un i-

versity of Mich igan from 19 11 to 19 13 , and re ceived his 

Bache lor of Arts degree from t he Massachu se tts In stitute of 

Technology in 1916. He hos t rave led and studi ed in Europe ond 

in Mex ico . He is th e des ign er of man y country estates; th e 

Catal ina Cas ino for W ill iam Wrigley J r.; th e m~n 's campus at 

Pomona College, and he is chairman of th e Am erican Institute 

of Architects for th e des igning of Los Ang e les Civic Cente r. He 

also worked wit h John C. Au stin in th e des igning of th e Los 

Ang e les M unici pal Airport . He ha s t augh t a rchi tect ure bo t h a t 

th e Uni ve rsity of Sou t hern Cali for ni a and at Scri pps Coll ege . 

He is a fe llow of t he Am e rican Institute of A rch itects. 

RICHARD J . EUTRA was born in Vienna, Austria in 

1892 and came to the United States in 1923 after having been 

in the practice of architecture in Europe . He has bee n in Los 

Ange les since 1926. Member of Ame rican Institute of A rchitects. 

He hos practiced in California, Oregon , Texas, and Illinois. He was 

elected as the first American de legate of Les Congres Inte r-

nation aux d' Architecture Modern and is now president of this 

world-wide professional organization . A city planner, housing ex-

pe rt and consultant, he is now architect and consultant to the 

Planning Boord of the Insular Government of Puerto Rico. 

EERO AARI NEN of Soo rinen and Swanson, 
was born in Kirkkunummi, Finland, in 1910, and come 
to the Un ited States in 1923. Attended art school in 
Paris (sculpture ) , Yale School of Archi tecture, Yale 
Scholarship to Europe. 
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From 1936 to 1939 he did extensive city planning re

search and other archi.tectural work. From 1939 to 

1942 he was associated with Eliel Saarinen and Robert 

Swanson, building Crow Island School, Winnetka, Illinois. 

When associated with Perkins, Weiler and Wile, Tab

ernacle Christian Church, Columbus, Indiana , and 

Centerline Housing Project, Centerline, Michigan, were 

built . He has competed in several competi t ions, including 

the Smithsonian Galle ry of Art Competition in which his 

entry was awarded first pri:i:e and first pri:i:e in Arts & 

Archi tecture's First Annual Arch itectura l Competition . 

Now working for the Office of Strategic Se rvices, Wash

ington, D. C. 

WILLIAM W I L~ON 

Sturtevant 

URSTER, of Wu rster & Ber-

nardi, born in Cal ifornia . 1895 . 

Educa ted in the pub li c schools of 

Stockton, la ter entered t he Uni-

versity of Cal iforn ia , spe ndi ng hi s 

vaca tions workin g in the offi ce 

of a n a rchitect. After tra ve l 

obroad he returned to New York, 

working with the a rch itectural 

firm of D~lan o & Aldr ich. Returned 

to Ca li fornia in 19 24 a nd ente red 

private practi ce. In 1943 Mr. 

W urster closed his a rchi tectu ral 

office in orde r ta devote h is time 

to wa r a nd post wa r arc hite ct ural 

problems, doi ng special research . 

on Urba nism and Pla nn in g. Car

ried on this research a t Ha rva rd 

as a Fe llow in the g radu a te school 

of des ig n. Now Dea n of t he School 

of Architect ure a nd Planning , 

Massa chusetts In st it ute of Tech-

no logy. 

CH ARLES AMES, born 

in St . Louis , Missouri . Stud ied 

archi tecture in St . Louis a nd 

W ash ington Uni versi ties. Travelled 

abroad. Pract iced a rchitecture a nd 

industrial design in the Midd!e 

W es t . Develope d the Experimental 

Design Department of Cra nbroo k 

Academy of Art, work ing with 

El iel Saari nen . W on two fi rst 

a wa rds in the Mu seum of M ode rn 

Art 's Orga nic Design Competition . 

He is identified with the war effo rt 

through the deve lopment of h is 

process for mould ing wood an d 

the design of essential items and 

th e tech n iques for t hei r manu-

factu re. 

RALPH APSON was barn in 1915. He spent two years at 

Alma College, Alma Michigan, and three years at the College of 

Arch itect ure, Univers ity of Michigan. He rece ived a scholarship at 

Cranbrook Acodemy of Art and studied architecture and civic 

plann ing under Eliel Saarine n. Co-winner of first pri:i:e for Festival 

Theate r and Fine Arts Building for William and Mary College 

Competition. Pri :i:e winner in Ladies Home Journal Small House 

Competition; Owens- Illinois Small House Competition; Owens-Illinois 

Da iry Competition ; Kawnee r Store Front Competition; 193 8 Rome 

Collaborative. He was co-designer of the " Fabric House" and the 

" Cave House." His work has been chiefly in the residential field 

and in housing. He is now head of the Architectural Department 

at the Institute of Design in Chicago. Member of C. l.A .M. In addi

tion to architectural practice he is also designing fu rniture for 

several manufacturers. 
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• This is a study for clients who intended to build a portion of the project in which they 
could live for the duration, and which could later become a studio. As the plans 
were developed, it was found that costs for this partial completion of the project were 
excessive under war-time conditions, even though priorities could have been obtained 
for the physician client. 

This idea, however, was abandoned, and it was decided to wait until the completion 
of the entire building could be undertaken. The site chosen for the house is on a 
piece of property overlooking the city that commands a magnificent view of the valley 
and mountains. 

The sketches shown are studies made of details as an outgrowth of discussions be
tween the' architect and clients, and while the illustrations do not represent finals, 
they do show the direction of thinking by the architect and the clients in· terms of the 
end result they wish to achieve. 
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• This building is designed to fit the philosophy and to 
meet the practical needs of the Christian Reformed 
Church. The following program outlined by the church 
for the orchitect stotes the requirements so clearlv 
that more than ho(f the problem was already solved: 

1 ) Church auditorium with seating capacity of approx
imately 400-500. Choir loft, and cloak rooms. 
2) Chapel for congregational meetings, banquets, 
classes, prayer. 
3 ) Lounge for social activities. 
4 ) Library ( 1,000 books), tables, choirs. 
5 ) Consistory room, reception room, and office with 
storage space. 
6 ) Choir room . 
7 ) Kitchen with service windows to chapel, double 
connecting doors. 
8 ) Ladies' meeting rooms. a ) Ladies' Aid. b ) Ladies' 
Guild. Possibly some room but separate storage space. 
c ) Mission Society-same as Guild but separate storage 
space and cupboard. 
9 ) Men's Society. Men's meeting room, approximately 
26'x 18' or larger. Built-in bookcases. Soundproof with 
small but adequate platform. Conference table. 
10 ) Sunday School Class Rooms for approximately 75 
children . Four primary classes, three secondary classes, 
and one young people's doss. 
11 ) Nursery. Two rooms-one for ploy; one for sleep
ing, with toilet room connecting. 
12 ) Ladies and men's lovotories. 

The result is a quiet unassuming background for wor
ship and social activities. It does not copy any style. 
It does not imitate any environment. It c reates its own 
solution for its own purpose. 

The construction of the building is plonned for re
enforced brick, redwood, and gloss, mate rials which 
speak for themselves. Instead of the usual expensive 
tower there is o group of trees. Auditorium opens on 
two sides to enclosed gardens. Other rooms olso open to 
planting, ond the plan as a whole integrates indoor 
octivity with the dignity and beauty of the outdoors. 
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new 
COLOR "SELECTOR" BOOK WELL RECEIVED 
Architects and retail lumber dealers have expressed their enthusiastic ap
proval of a new, colorful and useful Color "Selector" Book released by the 
West Coast Stained Shin.gle Company of Seattle. Recognizing the need for a 
handy reference manual on · roofing and sidewall color combinations, this 
progressive manufacturer of commercially stained Creo-Dipt roofing shingles 
and Creo-Dipt Zephyr sidewalls has produced a spiral-bound manaul to 
accommodate an insert of six complete sectional views of a house, with the 
roof sections on separate flyleaves from the sidewall sections. 
Five roofing colors and six sidewall colors are illustrated, and the "Selector" 
feature provides a total of 30 different roofing and sidewall color combina
tions. All available colors are likewise illustrated on the inside front cover 
of the book along with suggested combinations. Here, each roofing and side
wall color is given a number, and the corresponding number is tabbed on 
the flyleaf pages. The operator can then conveniently choose the desi red color 
combination from the "Selector" section, and refer back for actual color 
specifications. 

View showing West Coast Stained Shingle 's new Color "Selector" Book. 
Thirty complete Roofing and Sidewa ll color combinations are made possible 
by the "selectivity" feature. 

Other popular sales feature~ of Creo-Dipt Zephyr Sidewalls, such as distinc
tive appearance, double insulation, long life, and the fact they are economical 
and easy to apply, are briefly and effectively described on the sidewall 
".Selector" pages. On the inside ·back cover of the book is the suggestion to 
"Rebeautify with Creo-Dipt Stains", which was included to complete the 
manufacturer's line of products. Naturally, this Color "Selector" Book is 
adaptable for use in establishing specifica tions for new home construc
tion as well as for selling remodeling jobs. 

ELECTRICITY FOR POSTWAR HOMES 
Postwar plans of builders and architects give promise of a new era of comfort 
and convenience in homes of the future. All signs point to electric living in 
this new age. There will be an increasing abundance of electrical power, the 
most flexible servant mankind has ever known. New and improved electric 
appliances in every room will banish forever much of the drudgery of house
work and bring far greater enjoyment, comfort and economy to every member 
of the family. 
Now is the time to plan ahead in order to reap the full -benefits of electri c 
living, for they cannot be enjoyed without adequate wiring- which simpl y 
means wiring that can pass these four requirements-I, Enough outlets for 
present and anticipated appliance and lighting needs ; 2, Enough circuits of 
large enough wire to distribute the elec tric load properly; 3, Modern protec
tion for all electric circuits, and 4, Wiring and wiring devices of high 
quality. 
How many are "enough" outlets? In your 194X home there should he an 
individual electric outlet for every portable appliance and foi· every portable 
lamp you own or plan to buy in the future. Plugging too many appliances 
into a single outlet or a single circuit not only results in inefficient operation 
of equipment, but frequently causes interruption of service due to overload. 

Enough circuits of large enough wire to distribute the electric load properly 
insure the efficient operation of all appliances. When too many appliances :ire 
connected to the same circuit some of them are "starved" because of voltage 
drop. Overloading circui ts cuts down your lighting, makin.g lights burn dim 
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developments 
or flicker when you turn on an ·appliance that draws a lot of current. Over
loading circui ts makes your motors rnn slower and hotter and gives you less 
service for your money. By splitting the load and providing more circuits of · 
larger sized wire, all appliances can receive sufficient electric power. 
Every circuit in your postwar home should be protected against the dangers 
of shorl circuits and sustained overloads by an automatic circuit breaker. 
This acts something like a drawbridge, which opens and closes to allow a 
large boat to pass through. In the event of a short circuit or overload 
the circuit ·breaker opens the circuit and you close it again when the 
trouble has been remedied, thus avoiding damage to the wiring in your 
home. Naturally high quality wiring and wiring devices are always the most 
economical in the long run for they will service you for many years. 
The added cost of better wiring in your new home is only a fraction of the 
cost of adding or changing wiring after the home is built. The old saying, "it's 
not the first cost it's the upkeep that co unts'', applies particularly to the wiring 
of a new home. 
Better wiring in a $6000 home, for example, will cost only about $120 more 
than minimum wiring . _ . approx imately two per cent of the total cost of the 
home. This represents less than one dollar per month, when the extra cost of 
better wiring is spread over a 20 year financing period. 
A little more · money spent while your home is being wired . .. a little 
careful attention given to the planning of the wiring in your 194X home . .. 
will pay big di~idends in future happiness, economy, pride of ownership, 
and increased resale value, in the years to come. 

FICKS REED ANNOUNCES TWO NEW LINES 
The Ficks Reed Company of Cincinnati has rnised the curtain on two new 
lines of furniture-something unusual in these days of material shortages, 
priorities and restrictions. A Wand Willow line will replace its Ka-ne Kraft 
line, introduced two years ago. A Pickled Pine line will replace the company's 
Century Cypress line. · 

Wand Willow consists of smooth wood dowels, fram ed and decorated with 
smooth pliant South American willows. Wand Willow furniture is offered in 
a rainbow array of new enamel colors correlated with the company's new 
1945 upholstery covers. An outstanding style note of the season is a wheat 
finish- natural willow antique with white. 
For its new Pickled Pine line, Ficks Reed has taken a traditional American 
wood, Southern Pine from Arkansas, and transform ed it into smart and 
exciting recreation room, club room, porch and terrace furniture. Ficks Reed 
is featuring many of the designs which the Kirkpatricks of Grand Rapids 
created in the former Cypress furniture, which designs proved exceptionally 
popular. 

One of the new Wand Willow pieces from Ot)e of the two new lines intro
duced by Ficks Reed for 1945 . 

Ficks Reed also is presenting an outstanding cover group. There are seven 
new colors augmented by four unusual new prints and four new stripes, all 
harmonizing with each other and with the new finishes. In addition, it ;s 
offering a new line of lamps plus a number of smart decorative accessories, 
such as rugs, pictures, etc., all in the same mood as the two new lines of 
furniture. 
Deliveries for 1945 will be on a quota basis, but the company hopes to increase 
its production over 1944. It has adequate stocks of raw · materials, upholstery 
covers and springs to provide spring-filled cushions in all pieces. 
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WINDOW SIZES COORDINATED BY INSTITUTE tion of metal windows falls into two groups: 1. Residence casements will be 
manufactured in dimensions ideal for residential construction. 2. Non-residential 
windows of different kinds and makes, such as Intermediate Projected, Inter
mediate Combination, Psychiatric, Security, Pivoted, Commercial Projected, 
Architectural Projected, and Housing Windows, will be designed in uniform 
standard sizes, and will be interchangeable in the wall opening. 

Use of metal windows in postwar buildings will be greatly simplified, and 
considerable savings effected, as a result of the coordination of window de
signs and dimensions and reduction in number of standard types, just approved 
by the member-manufacturers of the Metal Window Institute, who represent 
more than 90% of the country's productive capacity in this field. Standardiza-

R1c-w1L FURNISHED MORE THAN 25,000 FT. OF 
PREFABRICATED INSULATED PIPE CONDUIT 

Line of Ric-wiL cond11it from 
anchor to boiler ho11se (top, 
left). Note shallow, narrow 

trench. 

Installing connector band. All 
necessary accessories are pre .. 
fabricated and shi{l{led with 

order. 

For Terrace Village Housing 
Unit No. 2 in Pittsburgh 
Fuel savings of 15 % or better are made possible 
in this mammoth project by a ~entral heating 
system. Ric-wiL {Ire-fabricated pipe 1mits 
provide ihe inwlation and protection for 
the entire under ground distribution system. 

A total of 83 buildings, comprising 1851 living suites, 
are supplied with heat and hot water from a central 
plant, through an underground distribution system 
containing over 25,000 lineal feet of Ric-wiL pre-sealed 
Insulated Pipe Units. High-pressure steam from the 
plant is piped through Ric-wiL steam conduit to six 
scattered stations where hot water is generated and 
circulated through Ric-wiL conduit to all the build
ings, for heating and hot water supply. Thus the proj
ect realizes the economy of steam, and the temper
ature control and convenience of hot-water heating. 

Any Community Can Incorporate These Advantages 
of Central Heating in Their Postwar Plans 

• Savings of 15 % or better in overall fuel consumption. 
• Elimination of furnace or boiler tending by 

consumer. 
• Promotes cleanliness in buildings heated. 
• Provides extra room in building basements. 
• Decreases fire and explosion hazard. 
• Reduces smoke and soot, provides cleaner, healthier 

community. 
e Eliminates private coal delivery and ash removal. 
• Gives uniform, clean heat quickly, whenever needed. 

For information about Ric-wiL Conduit for central heat 
distrihr/.Jion, get in touch with your nearest Ric-wiL 
agent or write to us direct for our new Catalog No. 44 

R L INSULATED PIPE CONDUIT SYSTEMS 0 

IC-WI THE RIC-WIL COMPANY. CLEVELAND, OHIO 
AGENTS IH P RINCIPAL CITIES 

~ 

MASTIC SURROUNDS FOR WINDOW INSTALLATION 
In view of the intensive study that the entire building industry has 
been giving to the subject of standardization and simplified construc
tion practices for postwar .building, the patented steel window insert 
or mastic surround, as manufactured by The William Bayley Com· 
pany of Springfield, Ohio, is of special interest. As a marked advance 
toward simplification of installing steel windows in buildings con· 
structed of concrete or concrete frame, faced with brick, it has 
indications of rapidly becoming a umversally adopted practice in all 
building of that type. 
These surrounds are formed of galvanized, rust-resisting Armco Ingot 
I ron and are furnished in two types suited for the two types of 
concrete construction. By being attached to the forms before the 
concrete is poured they provide a recess in the jambs and across 
heads of the finished openings in which steel windows are to be 
installed. The recess in the surround or insert is filled with a 
natural colored, stainless, plastic fill. This fill is protected by a 
rope covering. When the window is to be installed the window 
erector removes this rope. The window is then raised until inserted 
into the plastic fill at the head, after which the jamb of the window 
is placed into the jamb surround. 
The manufacturer maintains stock lengths on these surrounds, in . 
order that quick shipme~t may be made. Inserts are shipped in 
sturdy crates which insure complete protection. Clips and complete 
erection instructions are included with each shipment. 

COLOTYLE BATHROOM COMPETITION JUDGES 
Announcement is made of the judges in the Colotyle bath
room design competition. Four leading Pacific Coast architects, 
selected by the Western chapters of the American Institute of Archi
tecture, and one architectural editor have been named. Charles 
Matcham, A. I. A., of Los Angeles; Eldridge T. Spencer, A. I. A., of 
San Francisco; Victor N. Jones, A. I. A., of Seattle; Pietro Belluschi, 
A. I. A. of Portland, and John Entenza, editor of the magazine Arts 
& Architecture will meet in Seattle at the close of the contest, which 
ends February 15, 1945. 
They will select one grand prize winning design which will receive 
$500 in cash, three sectional prize winning designs, which will win 
$250 each, and the 25 honorable mention awards of $25 each. The 
competition, authorized by A. I. A., is sponsored by the Colotyle 
Corporation of Seattle, manufacturer of Colotyle plastic-coated wall 
sheets, under the supervision of Robert McClelland, A. I. A., pro
fessional advisor. Only Western architects and draughtsmen are 
eligible to submit designs of bathrooms using Colotyle plastic· 
coated walls. 
According to Mr. A. M. Kinney, president of the Colotyle Corpora
tion, entries are coming in in good shape. He said, "There has been 
so much interest in bathroom designs, that we are proud to 
sponsor this contest, which will serve two purposes: first, to stimu
late thinking about new bathroom designs for postwar homes; and 
second, to show what the new trends are." A total of $1500 in 
cash will be awarded. The $250 sectional prizes are limited geo
graphically; one section being comprized of Washington, Idaho, and 
Montana, a second of Oregon, Nev-ada, and Utah, and the third of 
California and Arizona. 
Plans are now being formulated to build the prize winning bathroom 
and exhibit it in leading cities of the Pacific Coast. Write to Archi
tectural Service Department, Colotyle Corporation, Aurora at Mercer, 
Seattle 9, for details. Each entrant will be assigned a number which 
shall identify his entry. Complete data files will be mailed to all 
entran ts. 

Sold by Acousti-Celotex Distributors Everywhere . . . In Canada : Dom inion Sound Equipments, ltd. 

AC01l1!!:~.:E~!,~<W!~-~ 

THE HAROLD 
911 North Sycamore Avenue 

COMPLETE SOUND CONTROL SERVICE 
A c o u s t i c a I M a t e r i a I s • S o u n d I n s u I a t ion 
Sound-proof Doors• Sound-excluding 
Ventilators• Testing and Engineering 

E. SHUGART COMPANY 
Hollywood 2265 Los Angeles 38, California 
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STEEL KITCHEN CABINET PROMOTION 
The American Central Manufacturing Corporation, Connersville, Indiana, has 
appointed the Campbell-Ewald Company, Detroit, as its advertising agency, 
effective immediately. American Central has been a pioneer in the steel kitchen 
cabinet industry, and markets its product under the trade-marked name of 
"American Kitchens" either in separate· units or as a complete ensemble, 
including sinks. While today engaged entirely in war production, the company 
will enter the postwar market with expanded facilities for the distribution 
of its "packa·ged kitchens" and has already appointed wholesale distributors 
to cover more than 90 per cent of the national retail potential. American 
Central is currently advertising in American Home, Better Homes & Gardens, 
Good Housekeeping, House Beautiful, Newsweek, Parents', Sunset, American 
Legion Magazine, Farm Journal, and a selected list of architectural, building 
and appliance publications. 

FOLLIN SEES MORE FARM BUILDING 
Stimulated by the current high level of farm incomes there will be a record 
breaking volume of new construction on American farms after the war which 
will result in better living for the nation's 7,000,000 farm families and lead 
to increased efficiency in the production of farm crops, according to Douglas 
Whitlock, president of The Producers' Council, national organizat10n of manu
facturers of building materials and equipment. Manufacturers of building 
products, the federa l government, and agricultural colleges should cooperate 
in an intensive research program designed to improve the quality of postwar 
farm construction and to bring within the reach of farm families the modern 
home conveniences and equipment which city dwellers take for granted as 
everyday necessities, Whitlock said. 
In the past, because of low farm incomes during peacetime, many farmers 
have had to be content with the plainest kind of homes and make-shift farm 
buildings, poorly construct,ed of inferior or unsuitable materials, to the 
direct detriment of their incomes. Many millions of dollars have been lost on 
farms because valuable animals and poultry were not properly protected 
against the weather and were kept in unsanitary structures. ln addit10n, mil
lions of bushels of grain have been lost because of inadequate storage space 
on farms. In the last ten years before the war, the average non-farm family 
spent for new housing alone twice as much as the average farmer spent ior 
all farm construction, including barns, hog and poultry houses, dairy barns, 
and storage places, as well as dwellings. 
Expenditures for new farm buildings equalled only 19 per cent of the 
amount spent for new highways in the same 10-year period, only 72 per cent 
of the total spent for new industrial plants, and only 30 per cent of the 
expendi tures for public utility construction. However, the high farm income 
of the last few years, together with the loans available to returning service 
men under the GI Bill of Rights, will enable many farmers to catch up with 
their building needs. Assuming an economy of virtually full employment after 
the war, and price levels about 30 per cent higher than in 1940, the Council's 
Market Analysis Committee estimates that expenditures for new farm con
struction will average about $585,000,000 annually during the five-year period 
starting twelve months after the end of the war. 
This estimate is almQst double the high mark of the past 15 years, $300,000,000, 
reached in 1929, and again in 1941 when the nation's farmers were preparing 
for their great war-time contribution, and compares with the exceedingly low 
average of $139,000,000 for the 5-year period, 1931-35, and an average of 
$220,000,000 for the years 1936-40. Maintenance and repair of farm structures 
is expected to reach a record volume of $725 million on the average during 
the five postwar years, bringing the total expenditures for farm construction, 
including both new building and repairs, up to the impressive total of $1.3 
billion annually. 

BOOKS 
continued from page 23 
another political report. As a student of both Catholic Christian theology and 
Argentil}e political trends, he is qualified to point out the disparity between 
the two. Over against Argentina's anti-Semitism he sets the denunciation of 
an ti-Semitism in which Pope Pius XI, in 1938, called it a movement in which 
Christians can have no part whatever . . . Spiritually we are Semites." 
Nationalism, another Argentine doctrine, was codemned by the same Pope 
in 1926, 1932, 1938. 
In his book, no doubt, Doherty will find space to oppose Argentina's 
doctrine of "rule by the elite" with labor encyclicals of Pope Leo XIII. When 
the C.I.O. Political Action Commimttee was under attack from the Tories 
last fall as being "Communistic," a writer in a Catholic periodical commented 
that the soc:al program of tl1e C.I.O. Committee was the nearest thing to 
the Leo XIII encyclicals that has as yet been advanced. 
"Argentine nationalism," says Doherty, " is based not on the Catholic religion 
but on the reactionary Spanish political traditions which in many Spanish 
countries powerful Catholics have wrongly contrived to associate with the 
Church .. . The task of getting rid of these parasites is a vitally important 
one for Catholics in all countries." · 
To identify Catholicism with Fascism is as illogical as to identify Semitism 
with Communism, and it can serve no purpose except to inflame religious 
bigotry; and inflammation of bigotry can serve no purpose except to open 
the way for the Fascists. Publications that pride themselves' on their tolerance 
and liberalism have recently forsaken both tolerance and liberal i~m to hurl 
the Fascist charge against Catholicism. Now, when Pravda assails the Vatican, 
or when the Vatican assails P ravda, the shots are exchanged in an overt 
and declared war, over clearly defined issues. Each side has the dignity of a 
convinced combatant. But when an American "liberal" magazine adds a 
shrill, ki·bitzing treble to the Pravda bass, it becomes merely mischievous. The 
article · by Doherty is a helpful, if abbreviated, statement of fact; and fact, 
as a rule, is the best antidote for the poison of bigotry.-PATTERSON GREENE. 

IN "CASE STUDY" HOMES! 

Certified tests by an independent research laboratory 

indicate that 403 lbs. of grease, soot and steam 

are given off while cooking in the average home 

each year ... "greasy grime" which deposits on curtains, 

woodwork, walls and upholstery ... increases 

decorating bills and house cleaning toil ... 

adds stale odors to rooms and clothing. Find out how 

you can free your post-war home of "greasy grime" 

and stale odors by removing them right at their source 

with an ILG Kitchen Ventilator. Send coupon or phone 

nearby Branch Office (consult classified directory). 
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VITALIZED VENTILATION 

FREE 

AND AIR CONDITIONING 

ILG ELECTRIC VENTILATING CO., CHICAGO, 41 
2893 NORTH CRAWFORD AVENUE, OFFICES IN 38 PRINCIPAL CITIES 

Pictures and diagrams 0 Send FREE copy of your booklet "The Cose of the Carele11 Kitchen." 

show how a hand· Nam•----------------------

I ventilation "crimes." Address Zone ____ _ 

I Send coupon. City State _______ _ 

L--------------------------~ 
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plywood 

II Your postwar house 

may be prefabricated 

or it may not But it 

undoubtedly will call 

for the warm, attractive, 

inexpensive, simple - to-

use plywoods and 

veneers preponderantly 

favored by America ' s 

modern designers and 

builders. 

"The Oldest Plywood House in the West" 

MUSIC IN THE CINEMA 
continued from page 24 

ARTS AND ARCHIT ECTURE 

make the sign of the cross with their feet, in keeping with the legend that 
missionaries long ago tried to teach the Indians the sigri, without success, until 
they made it with their feet and the natives did Hkewise. 

From Patzcuaro the serape flies to Vera Cruz and dips down to view a 
classically .beautiful spectacle, a .group of girls in long flowing dresses, among 
them the famous Carmen Molina, dancing the Lilongo to traditional steps of 
the region, while weaving in and out with graceful, leisurely movements. 
Passing the heach at Acapulco, the .three adventurers return to Mexico City 
for some night life. Donald ·becomes completely intoxicated with Mexico when 
he hears the lovely Dora Luz sing Solamente una vez by Augustin Lara. In 
his · trance he sees, against a [>ackground of swaying flowers, Carmen Molina 
dancing the Zundunga, the traditional dance of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. 
In keeping with the measured, stately stride of the women of that region, 
the dancer turns slowly and gracefully from side to side in triple time, dressed 
in the embroidered costume of the Tehuantas, with ruffled lace on the 
skirt, arms, neck and an elaborate pleated headdress. The legend behind the 
Zandunga tells us of a young man whose mother has sacrificed much to send 
him to Oaxaca so that he may study poetry and music. When he hears that 
she is dying, he rides for six days and nights to reach his home town, only 
to have her expire as he enters the courtyard. His grief is reflected in the sad 
music of the dance. 
The hackground changes to cactus ·and we are in the state of Chihuaha, watch
ing Carmen dance the Jesusita in charro costume and spurs. This dance, marked 
by heel ·clicking and stamping in polka tempo, has been freely varied for the 
sake of the picture. After other adventures, the fi1m ends in a paean of music 
and fireworks. 
A start in the direction of screen ballet had been made in Fantasia, but the 
medium, that of animated cartoons without live characters, was far from ideal, 
a nd Disney's story occasionally did such violence to the original conception 
of the music that it was a hitter pill for the musically educated to swallow. 
In his version of the Pastoral Symphony, for example, Beethoven's program 
was misinterpreted to the point of distortion. It is a matter of common knowl
edge that the composer was not hent on painting a detailed picture, but 
wished only to rP.create in tones his response to the beauties of nature and 
the simplicity of rustic life. General moods, not minutiae, are indicated by 
the programmatic designations conta·ined in the symphony: "the awakening 
of joyful emotions upon arrival in the country"; "jolly get-together of the 
peasants"; "the storm"; "shepherd's song"; "feelings of joy and gratefulness 
after the storm''. Into Disney's version, on the other hand, crept many details 
of description that can only be called aherrations from the original concep
tion. I still shudder as I remember the scene in which coy cartoon glamour
girls with fluHy blonde hair are chased by centaurs. This to illustrate 
Beethoven's enjoyment of nature as he strolled along the bro.ok in Heiligenthal ! 
Rather is it an indication that anything sexy, no matter how banal or un
realistic is still thought -by Hollywood to have tremendous audience appeal. 
Fortunately, similar lapses in t·aste are entirely absent from The Three 
Caballeros. 
The times cry out for legitimate screen ballet in which the dancers are 
human beings and the plot is natural and credible, without either of the 
touches that so often spoil the effect of a good production: artificial glamour 
which is inconsistent with realism, and tear-jerking with an eye to the box
office. 
To sustain an audience's interest in a full-length cinema ballet it may be 
necessary to adopt the varied program of ballet as performed on the stage, 
which consists of three or more contrasting pieces in one evening. What a 
delight it would ·be to see and hear Stravinsky's Petrushka ·on the screen, for 
example, or an American folk-dance spectacle! Contrast of mood could be 
provided by such classic .ballets as Tchaikovsky's Swan Lake, which attract 
as much by the stylized postures of the prima ballerina and the symmetrical 
ber.uty of the tableaux as by the graceful music. 
The lavish decor of the cinema could be used to full advantage here, for 
the 6mphasis is entirely on spectacle rnther than on the plot. But a cinema 
audience would soon grow uneasy were the plot to be consistently subordinated 
to spec tacle, hence, to my mind, the future of cinema· ballet lies in modern 
dance pantomime of the Diaghileff variety. Contemporary music . that ex
presses the Amr.ri can genius for rhythm, in combination with a credible story 
told in pantomime-this would be a new and legi timate artistic medium for 
the motion picture.-WALTER H. RUBSAMEN. 

NOTES ON PIET MONDRIAN 
continued from page 30 
and that the search, the untiring search, for an exact equilibrium corresponded 
with some inner need which changed continuously though minutely, just as 
one strives almost desperately . to maintain an equilibrium that may be the last 
safeguard against sickness at sea. 
Victory Boogie W oogie was virtually completed a few weeks before his death, 
but a quiescent or static zone, a small rectangle which did not function 
properly, conditioned changes in the entire work. Constant shifting of the 
equilibrium of almost every part of the picture was necessary, and his 
death intervening, the p·icture remains in an unfinished state, pasted over 
with innumernble pieces of colored papers. Still, the gaiety of broken color, 
the general acceleration of movement, the complex and varying rhythms in 
this work, all show that Mondrian was in process of fecund growth to the end. 
Possibly the most sustained quality of his pictures is their equilibrium, so 
variously and arduously achieved. Equilibrium-an equilihrium obtained in 
diverse and complex motion-was for Mondrian the expression of his personal 
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philosophy and perhaps the goal of his inner life. This might well have re
presented for him-as for others ultimate significance or immutable perma
nence might represent-not only a retreat from, but a security within, life 
itself. As Frederick Kiesler, a fellow member of de Stijl, has written, 
"He is the master of asymmetric ·balance." Equilibrium means security in 
life, then, as its lack meant chaos, a nd this individual need for security was 
itself broadened, in his unvarying custom, to an impersonal scope-the indi
vidual's need for inner harmony ·became expanded to the desire for universal 
harmonies. The same struggle against insecurity accounts for the precise 
order of his pictures in concept, in form a nd in the meticulous application 
of pigment down to the last completing brushstroke, and this order thus 
becomes a basic £.actor tending towards equihbrium. 
By virtue of the profundity and universal reference of his personality, and 
while working in the most frugal a nd austere of forms, Mondrian was able 
to convert his inner tensions into esthetic tensions, constructive in their power 
to create an authentic esthetic. Even further, it could inspire other artists, 
and, with de Stijl, "make the public aware of the possibilities of pure plastic 
art and endeavor to demonstrate its relationship to and its effect on modern 
life." In spite of the charge that it was an ivory tower art, the relation
ship of Mondrian's work to modern life was varied and important. It arti
culated in part the mass need for cleanness of design and lack of ornament. 
It affected directly the de Stijl point of view and later through this influence 
on the Bauhaus, the esthetic and utility of furniture and industrial objects 
of all kinds. Architecture now known as international-style owes its floor 
plan trea tment and distribution of masses to the de Stij] principles of func• 
tionalism which Mondrian helped to formulate. 
Mondrian had set up his studio here as he had a:broad, in a manner con
sistent with his' general esthetic approach and consistent therefore with the 
physical appearance of his pictures, impressively plain and antiseptic. It 
is fascinating and instructive to see how the artist moulds his p-ersonal 
environment in the forms of his O'Wn character. The combination of primitive 
and sophistica ted living which, on the most meagre income, he manages to 
contrive, is somehow related to the ingenuity of man coping with nature in 
the settling of wild and remote ·reg ions of the earth . Mondrian's studio attested 
to the heroic abnegation of a monk. And yet, because of the large areas of 
white walls upon which were placed bright spots of cardboard, it was as gay 
as a child's world. His last place consisted of a kitchen, a large painting 
room and a tiny antechamber. It was furnished with a refrigerator, a victrola
radio combination, both gifts, a cot, · a drafting table, and an easel which 
stood like an altar, alone at the end of the almost barren room. It was 
especially altar-like at night, when the fl oodlights on ei ther side were 
centered on it. The few ·bookshelves an d sea ts were wooden fruit cra tes 
painted white and reinforced with .thin stri ps of wood, creating a distribution 
of areas that gave the eye the same pleasure as do neo-plasticist composi· 
tions. "They are like my paintings", Mondrian said of them. The rectangular 
pieces of cardboard pinned to the walls were parts of a geometric-esthetic 
game which served with him, as an experiment in equilibrium, in which rela
tionships were being continually studied. The infinite number of pinholes 
about these colored areas proved the dozens of times they had been 0hifted. 
All of them were separate, there was no overlapping, and there were no lines 
between them as there were in his pictures. They were floating spaces of 
color, prabably the next step to have been taken in his new work. 
Mondrian worked day and night on his pictures, generally for months on a 
single painting. Apart from the Russian suprematist, Malevich, whose White 
on White was almost the most attenuated form a painting could take and still 
remain a painting, Mondrian was the most advanced spirit in 20th century art. 
In view of this it is interesting to note that most of his pictures have found 
their way into collections all over the world. 
After his death in January of last year, his studio was opened to the public 
by the painters Holtzman and Glarner, and this may appear to have its 
morbid and depressing side for such reasons as · the presence for instance of 
eyeglasses only yesterd'ay clouded with perspiration; yet the opportunity 
for such pilgrimages was important to the student especially since the studio 
was to be broken up shortly after the public viewing. Holtzman and Glarner 
also made a permanent film record of the interior and stills of the studio , as 
well ·as an elevation plan of the walls with their arrangements of rectangular 
cardboards in primary colors. 

PEOPLE MAKE ART 
continued from page 32 
He usually has a sneaking hankering for another crack at it. Also many adults, 
particularly medical students, doctors, engineers and teachers, can see objec
tively and clearly the advantage of being able to make accurate perspective 
sketches. The tremendous development of industrial illustration (a galley in 
which the author of this article slaved for two years) has proved the use
fulness of drawing . .Similarly, medical illustrations have photographs licked a 
mile. The camera cannot judge, explain or edit. The brain can. Perhaps some 
readers will say "O yes, hut that isn't art." Who says? A picture of an AN25 
Clevis bolt and a picture of the Apotheosis of Saint Timothy and a lithograph 
of the Mexican workers accusing the assassin of a liberal teacher may differ 
in subject matt er and in the materials with whi ch they are made, but they 
are all pictures. They all tell a story. They are aU graphic communication. A 
picture of the fuel system of a DC4 is a beautiful piece of understanding, 
judgment and individual initiative. It is mean t to show the where and 
what and why of the fuel system in the clearest possible way. A Bauer geo
metrical abstrac tion or "non·objective" pi cture tells just as definite a story. It 
is a story about the pleasurableness of shape juxtaposition and color juxta
position . Let us digress a little further alo11g this line of a-bstraction since 
it will all tie back into the sto1·y later on. I use abstracted subject matter a 
great deal in teaching, for very specific reasons and since so-called abstract 

(continued on page 50) 

ADEQUATE WIRING-
A "MUST" in Future Homes 

Acute housing problems today are 
making people more than ever "home 
conscious" and millions are dreaming 
of the time when they will live in 
homes of their own-homes with elec
trical conveniences lacking in present 
living quarters. 

When the war 1s over and 
builders start converting war 

home 
bonds 

into new homes, they are going to be 
far more critical of architectural plans 
than ever before. Electrical service 
adequate to take care of increased 
demands wi 11 be one of the prime 
items of consideration. 

Experience has proved that nothing 
so thoroughly irritates a client as to 
move into a new home and find insuf
ficient electrical outlets, misplaced 
outlets and switches, or poor lighting 
-all shortcomings that make a house 
obsolete before It is used. 

Electrical living is the futµre way of 
living and architects today are put
ting adequate wiring at the top» of the 
list of "must" itei:ns in planning post-
war homes. · 

THE KEYTOTHE HOME 
OF TOMORROW 

Northern California 
Eleetrieal Bureau 

1355 Market Street 

San Francisco 3, California 
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1.\111~ Ill (~1.\N 
LIGHTNING 

HOSE RACKS 
and 

REELS 
These racks and reels, 
made in many designs, and 
holding either linen hose 
or cotton hose lined with 
rubber, have been standard 
equipment in a very high 
p ercentage of buildings on 
the West Coast for nearly 
forty years. 

They can be trusted to be 
in working condition when 
they are needed. 

A VENT/UT/NG SCREEN DOOR 
A SASH DOOR 

A PERMANENT OUTSIDE DOOR 

ALL 3 IN 1! 
Discriminating home owners and architects have chosen 

Hollywood Jun;or •• the TRIPLE DOOR VALUE ;n the 

COMBINATION SCREEN and METAL SASH DOOR f ;eldl 

A sturdy dependable door, constructed of quality mate

,;als, HOLLYWOOD JUNIOR'S EXCLUSIVE PATENTED 

FEATURES have outmoded old-fashioned screen doors 

and other doors of its type entirely! 

IT GUARANTEES YOU YEAR 'ROUND -- --- ----

PEOPLE MAKE ART 
continued from page 49 

ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE 

art is still a controversial subject, now is a good time to start talking about it. 
What I was going to say is: what's so abstract or non-objective about all this 
controversial drawing and painting ? It is not so abstruse as an engineering 
orthographic of a hydraulic door ·actuating mechanism. It is no more abstract 
than a graph of foot pounds and man hours. When people say abstract they 
usually just mean a picture which has a new sort of su.bject matter such as a 
square or How You Feel About Your Mother instead of a nude woman, or ~ 
college President. Why is a square more abstract than a foo t ? Some people 
may not like a square but then lots of people don' t like feet. 
Now it is perfectly true that any approach in drawing subject matter which 
has not ye t been widely understood and accepted will afford a temporary 
haven for the charlatan. Fifty years ago if you were too lazy or stupid to learn 
how to draw cow's legs you painted the cows up to their bellies in grass. 
Today, you could conceivably make some half-thought ·out blotches or 
triangles and call it "Cow". But the people who really knew a bit would 
not be taken in. So let us return from abstract art as an abstraction and 
consider it as a phase in training-or reconditioning-students. 
I have been breaking down my courses into three phases : line, shape (an 
area of surface set off by a closed line) and form ( the illusion of volume). 
I found tha t if you asked a student to draw ·a landscape or a vase of flowers 
or a horse, he would tie himself in a knot, trying to remember how many 
knuckle-bones a horse has, and how the most popular artists represent 
"horse". The result would be nei ther a drawing nor a horse. So I give the 
students large sheets of newsprint and lithographic crayon and tell them to 
draw an unbroken line, swinging and weaving over the entire page, which 
sort of reminds them of a horse. This assoc iation is as tenuous as those that 
click into your mind when you see a wadded up scrap of paper on the 
street and th ink " that reminds me of a horse". It is partly by being able to 
open the door into such trains of association that one can start the student 
exploring his own thoughts and reactions instead of copying those of others. 
The drawings made in this way had great l inear suppleness and power, 
entirely different from the crabbed, timid scratches of most beginners. 
Another problem has been a hard pencil drawing. These are done on 
excellent paper and are small-about 5x7 inches. The subjec t is "draw a 
piece of drift-wood which sor t of reminds you of a hand or a human figure". 
The subject merely serves as a springboard from which to take off. The 
drawings were extremely different and personal. The slowness with which 
one must work in order lo produce a shade with hard pencil is conducive 
of medita tion and in its shadowy tones lurks a half seen world which is 
easy to find and explore. 
Many problems were much less personal and more specifi cally stated. In 
learn ing about balance and composi tion the students were given pieces of 
brightly colored paper to arrange on a background. The advantage of loose 
shapes of paper is tha t they can be moved about at will and different relations 
tried until a good one is found. The "shapes" of which I speak are our old 
frien ds the abstractions. Well, call them that if you wil l. They a re .squares 
and rectangles and triangles. We use these simple basic shapes because they 
free the student from involvement in subject matter an d allow him to con
centrate on the arrangement of size and color on his page. 
I show the students that line can not only have var iety of length and curve, 
and variety of width, it can also have meaning- convey emotion or idea. I 
tell them to make a line which darts and shoots across the page and one 
which is heavy, sagging, bulging out. They learn how to load color against 
the stressed points on the line so as to increase the impression of fo rce or 
tension. 
The classes do a lot of accurate, precisely constructed sketches of concrete 
objects. These sketches are large, made in crayon with a rough, bold line 
and all construction line shown. They are an exercise in the ABC of perspec
tive geometry-out, across and up, the construction of volumes in three 
dimensions. Now, the reader will say, what are we doing. with descriptive 
geometry and the abstracts. I think the answer is simple: in order to have 
a well rounded graphic vocabulary a person must be able to draw both 
objects and opinions and interpretations of those objects. A knowledge of 
perspective and construction is essential to one; a knowledge of arrange
ment, proportion, color and symbolism is essent ial to the other. In my mind 
the two tie together perfectly. I try to teach my students this. 

CITIES-A CHALLENGE 
continued from page 31 
in this article, that can be taken before adoption of a master plan. We must 
think continually of each project in terms of overall benefits and effects
until such thought can be crystalized into the form of a master plan. 
This brings us to a most importan t step in the planning process. We must 
begin a campaign of education which will reach all of the people of our 
community. If the people realize their stake in the commun ity they will not 
permit legislators to abolish planning legislation which provides a minimum 
of protection against practices by some unscrupulous men. As a consequence 
of this education of the people, and of thei r legislative representatives, more 
adequate tools will he placed at the disposal of the planning agencies and 
make possi·ble advances in planning procedure. We must remember constantly 
that there is no al ternative to planning save chaos. 
F urther, we must realize that we can not ge t plans into action any more 
rapidly than the prnblic is willing to accept them. Public accep tance is re
lated to education as it crea tes effective demand . (See cigarette advertise· 
ments) Inertia to change will lessen when people fully realize the desireahility 
of change. They cannot know this wi thout a complete understanding of the 
effect that these changes will have on their ways of l iving and on their well 
1being. The more people realize that the complete interdependence of man 
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on man, of man on his environment, and their responsibility, whether they 
assume it or not, for everything that happens around them, the easier it will 
be to overcome resistence to the changes which will give them greater 
opportunities, freedom, and security. One of the jobs of the educational 
process is to prove that people can not ultimately escape assuming the burden 
of their social responsibilities. 
Only a small part of the educational process has begun. Some schools have 
introduced social studies of the city in their civics classes. Some universities 
are giving courses in city planning, while others are devoting time to the 
framing of courses of study which will train technicians for the planning 
profession. Some professional magazines have taken a keen interest in city 
planning practices and techniques and have devoted a good deal of space to 
worthy projects and proposals. But this is still beyond reach of the mass 
of the people. We have to find ways of bringing the daily newspapers, the 
radios, the P.T.A.'s, Labor Unions, and service organizations into the crusade 
for •better living conditions for all. 
The education of the people should concern itself with showing how every
day personal problems could be simplified through the application of 
planning. To realize that hours saved by a planned transportation system will 
mean hours available for recreation in parks properly located and ade
quately designed or for other cultural and social activities, is to understand 
some of the positive benefits of planning. We must explain that it is entirely 
possible to have shopping di&tricts so located that our wives and children 
will be safe from the danger~ of traffic accidents. We must also explain what 
comforts and conveniences would be possible in well designed homes. These 
are .but a few of the "little things" which people can understand, and we 
should open these vistas before we try to talk in professional gi·bherish and 
a·bstractions. All means should be used to capture the imagination of the 
uninformed, making him desire to participate in securing for himself, as well 
as for the community, the gains possible in a planned city. 
An example of a subject which might be opened for study and discussion 
right now, is the rebuilding of cities, both in Europe and in the United States, 
as monuments to those who have endured so bravely the hardships of the war, 
and as living memorials to those who gave their lives in the struggle. This 
could be, in part, an answer in the history yet to ·he written, to the lie 
that we don't know what we are fighting for. Certainly no memorial could be 
so worthy of the participation af all of the people of the world, all of 
whom, in the post-war years could find opportunities to enjoy the living 
pleasures afforded by these fine cities, which they helped to bring about. 
Many studies have already been prepared, and in some instances precise 
plans are ready to be used for major, significant, changes in our cities. These 
include freeway plans which would relieve us of many traffic difficulties which 
confront most of our large cities. Urban redevelopment plans for portions 
of the city are also being prepared. This will provide some opportunity 
to compare the old methods of living with the new planned methods. Plans 
for the provision of needed recreational facilities and for the reclamation of 
grea t sections of our beaches for public use are likewise nearing completion. 
That the plans for these projects precede an overall, broadly conceived, flex
i•ble master plan is their g1eatest weakness. We may have to do some projects 
over because of the end effects of the jobs done in a piecemeal way. 
The preparation of a master plan, will take no short period of time. It is not 
enough to ~alk of making a "sketch" master plan. This plan must, 
in order to have any validity, be based on research and knowledge of the 
background, customs, and temperament of the people for whom it is being 
prepared as well as the knowledci:e of the underlying physical, and economic 
structure. This can not be confined only to the city, it must be in terms 
of the relationship between the city, the region and the nation as well . 
If a city is to be reha·bilitated for the best possible tyoe of livine; we will have 
to find out, from the start, what the best uses of all land with in its borders 
would be, and to start from that premi~e rather than from one based on how 
the land is now being used or owned. We also will have to study the funda· 
mental chan1res of concept required in order to provide solutions to the 
nroblems of decent living in a world of tomorrow as well as that of todav. 
Snme communities have alreRdy been designed and constructed tn stamh~rls 
w'hi~h seem to indirRte that thev are going to meP.t these tests. Bqldwin Hills 
Village, near Los AngelP.s, and GTP.enbelt and GrP.endale. in the East are 
examnles of such plannP.d rommunities which include interior street systems, 
shnnnimr cP.ntPrs, nronerlv located ""rl eff;cientlv oner~tPrl schools. parks, play 
areRs, and with open spaces, provision for proper building orientation, and 
with other facilitiP.s and services which will encourage community pride, spirit, 
and cooperation. How such communities can be projected in a comprehensive 
wav, over our existing city pattern is almost inconceiva·ble. It seems possible 
only if the reconstruction of the city as a whole takes place. This reconstruc
tion may be spread over a long period of time, and the types of construction 
may change with the development of new practices, but there would be little 
doubt that great and l"ood cities will evolve if the work is done in crmformi.ty 
with a preconceived plan that has imagination, breadth of scope, flexibility, 
and above all, is based on a humanistic philosophy. 
Europe has some real advantages when we compare its future with our own. 
One of these is, that it can approach its problems directly; there will be no 
concern with the demolition of existing structures, piece by piece, with the 
losses in ficticious financial and sentimental values, such as those which will 
confront a rebuilding America. Very few of us would want to go through the 
ordeal that Europe has endured in order to have such · a beginning, yet at 
times it appears we shall be able to rid ourselves of areas, such as Bunker 
Hill in Los Angeles, only by some similar catastrophe. These areas, and 
every city has them, are deteriorated beyond all hope of restomtion and yet 
they continue to yield financial returns to their owners far above the invest
ment or risks involved. They demand services which cost far in excess of the 

(continued on page 52) 

BUILT BY McKITTRICK-a state
ment that won respectful consider
ation in many fields of industry 
long before the war. 
TODAY it tokes on a new mean
ing-re-emphasi:z:ed by a distin
guished record of vital war-plant 
construction. 
TOMORROW all the varied tech
niques, equipment and "know
how" of this war-seasoned organi-
:z:ation can go to work for YOU. 

Member Builders of the West 

Build the West to Build the Nation 

E. S. McKITTRICK COMPANY, INC. 
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS 
POST OFFICE BOX 470 

HUNTINGTON PARK, CALIFORNIA 

P. J. WALKER COMPANY 
Los Angeles, California 

• 
BUILDERS 

• 
Executive Office: 916 Richfield Building 

555 South Flower Street • Michigan 4089 

Construction Office and Equipment Yard: 
3900 Whiteside Avenue 

ANgelus 6141 

EMS C 0 
CONCRETE CUTTING COMPANY 

MANUFACTURERS of PNEUMATIC TOOLS 
COMPRESSED AIR CONTRACTORS 

TOOLS FOR RENT 

VAndike 7168 

DRILL STEEL SHARPENED 
DEPENDABLE SERVICE 

1517 Santa Fe Ave. 

McNEIL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
Conlrnctors 

Phone CEntury 2-9035 
5860 Avalon Boulevard Los Angeles 3, California 
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CITIES-A CHALLENGE 
continued from page 51 

ARTS AN D ARCHITECTURE 

taxes which they pay on the depreciated properties. We who suffer by their 
existence pay to keep them alive. Another advantage in Europe appears to 
be the readiness with which the problem of the ownership of land is being 
discussed. People jn all walks of life are considering the necessity and 
desirability of pu•blic land ownership in the "blitzed" areas, in order to 
rnbuild them without delay. The confusions which exists beneath the debris 
has caused the people there to conclude that it is far more important to 
provide living and working facilities for all so their communities may again 
take the(r places in the nation as living organisms, than it would be to 
become involved in a protracted effort to unscramble the jig-saw puzzle of 
land ownership and boundaries. That discussions of this nature should be 
going on in what has been termed " ultra-conservative" Britain should indeed 
be encournging to those of us who live in "progressive" America. 
One of the prospects for large scale city reconstruction will be in the Soviet 
Union. Planning there has never been considered a luxury and it is applied 
and effec tuated at every level of human association. To admit tha t in the 
broad concept and not as it applies to the reconstruction of her cit ies would 
indeed be unreal , and no one can call the Soviet Union unrealistic. The result 
of her work may not meet with our expecta tions but the rebuilding will be done 
in terms of planning and in conformity with local , regional , and national 
customs and needs. We will be watching this reconstruction for what we may 
learn from successes, as well as for methods to avoid the mistakes which may 
be made in the experimental processes that we all must undertake as we :;trive 
to develop the better forms of cities. 

E. WILLARDSON 

Return ing to our immediate problems. There are many which we can solve 
within the next few years. We will list some of the solutions that should 
he considered as we embark on the venture of accepting the challenge to make 
our future cities the efficient, livea ble, centers of human association which 
they can be. We can build a freeway system which will reduce automobile 
accidents aud much of the confusion and noise created by the mixing of local 
and through traffi c, <by left turns, by stop signals, etc. We will pro;vide 
off-street parking areas and open the street to full use for moving vehicle5. 
We can hegin to establish better coordination within the civic family ::;o as to 
effect economies and to assure the people that we will not build highways 
through our best reservoir ~ it es and freeways through the hest potential 
resi dential sec tions instead of around them. We can make our. street car 
companies provide more mod ern equipment, either the "president" type street 
cars or electric busses. This will eliminate much of the noise now generated 
by old equipment. We can also apply effec tive methods of controlling smoke 
and fumes so that these will not be the nuisance that they are now, . and 
make the industrial developments possibl e to live with until they are relocated 
in conformity with a master plan which takes into consideration the wind 
directions in the region as well as the relationship of these industries to the 
residential areas and to the means of ·:transportation at the disposal of the 
workers and for the shipment of the commodities produced. We must provide 
sewage disposal systems available to all areas in which we expect human 
ha-bitation for we must not allow the wastes to continue to be dumped un treated 
into the ocean. The disposal plant or plants should be located in a manner 
which will not be obnoxious to the communities along the coast. The basic 
consideration for loca tion being the prop'er ultimate land use, rather than 
the immediate cost. It may cost us much more in the future to rebuild them 
rn the places where they should have gone on the basis of best over all 
considerations. In housing construction we have an unlimited field, and we 
must supply great numbers of them on the basis of proper design and loca· 
tion in communities of a more modern type. If the architects have learned 
anything during the past lean years it certainly should have been the need 
to consider housing in terms of an overall pattern instead of on the basis 
of a single unit. 

Plumbing and Heating Contractor 

Olympia 2156 and 2157 

2880 Rowena Avenue • Los Angeles, California 

arts and architecture 
3305 W ILSHIRE BOULEVARD, LOS ANGELES 5, CALIFORN IA 

Please enter my subscription k>r .. ..... _ year..... My check in the amount of 

$ ... ·-······- is attached. !. .... ....... l Check here if you wish to be billed payable 
in 30 days. 

NAME 

STREET 

CITY 

STATE 

PUBLIC 

ZONE 

It would be incongruous, in a world whose people have expressed their com
mitment to the broadest international planning to contemplate that we will 
permit our ci ties to continue their present chaotic existence. 
To quo te our greatest Vice President, Henry Wallace, "We are eager to save 
our~elves. It was never easier and never more urgent .. . we must set our 
house in order so that our light may shine as a comfort and a beacon to the 
whole world". 

BUILDING REPORTS 
Will g ive you the vital information you need in order to sell to hundreds of essential large and small con 
struction jobs throughout the country, often weeks ahead of other sources, if you know sufficiently in 
advance-

What projects are contemplated? 
When bids will be called for? 

What materials will be used? 
Where plans and specifications can be obtained? 

You receive all this information for the entire United States and its territories in well organized , "easy 
to use" Bulletins. Subscribe now and obtain additional contracts on current and post-war projects. 

Housing Information Service, 210 Fifth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y. MUrray Hill 5-3056 
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CALIFORNIA COUNCIL OF ARCHITECTS 

• In order to protect the interests of the profession the Council is taking active steps 
to clarify certain political code and constitutional amendments which appear to affect the 
position of the architects in relation to State public works. The Council does not believe 
in legislating to make work for the a.rchitects, but does believe that the profession is 
entitled to the right to do all the architectural work of any public body, and insists upon 
protecting the rights of the architects and the public in this respect. Broadly speaking, 
architectural work can be classified as private and public. In the field of public work 
there are Federal, State and local government plants, buildings, schools and colleges. 
Of the total work available to architects, State work represents but a small proportion, 
but it is a very definite and concrete percentage. 

During the war emergency, architects have become more appreciative and cooperative with 
the various governmental agencies and endorse the need of architectural bureaus within 
these agencies. The architects have, however, recognized a tendency on the part of many 
agencies to increase their architectural bureau to the point where the bureau assumes 
the design and supervision responsibilities rather than limiting its activities to that of pro
gramming and providing for the requirements of the agency served. 

At this time, the State of California is undertaking a tremendous construction program 
and apparently the offices of the private practicing architects are to be denied this work 
because of interpretations of provisions of c:mstitutional amendments and the political 
code. For your information, the following are quoted from the sections involved: 
ARTICLE XXIV, Section 4, Paragraph 14-C CONSTITUTION OF THE STATE OF 
CALIFORNIA · 

"Whenever the appointment or employment of new or additional officers or employees of 
this State is hereafter authorized by law, such officers or employees shall be subject to 
the provisions hereof and included within the State civil service unless of a class ex
cepted herein." 

POLITICAL CODE, Section 363-M STATE CONTRACTS FOR ARCHITECTURAL 
SERVICES 
"Whenever the department of public works, the division of engineering, the division of 
architecture, the state engineer or the state architect is authorized by law to prepare plans 
for a public building or other structure, the department, division or officer thus author
ized may, with the approval of the department of finance, contract with a duly qualified 
architect for the performance of such work." (Added by Stats. 1929, p. 596.) 

The Council has appointed a Legislative Committee and requests that each and every 
architect in the State who may have any information bearing upon State work, or any 
past or contemplated legislative enactments which may vitally affect the interests of the 
arcitect, contact a member of this committee. At present, the Committee consists of the fol
lowing members: 

Earl T. Heitschmidt Los Angeles 
Norman K. Blanchard San Francisco 
Harry J. Devine Sacr~mento 
Edward J. Maher San Francisco 

John C. Austin Los Angeles o F F I (I A L 
Adrian Wilson Los Angeles 
This is your committee and it is working for you. 

It should not be necessary to remind you that as an individual you can have but little and 
fleeting influence upon the legislature and the lobbying forces opposed to your best inter
ests, but that by acting as a unified profession you and your profession benefits. Under 
the Council the architects have achieved unity-let's make the most of it and go ahead to
gether.-JOHN s. BOLLES, PRESIDENT. 

BULLETIN 

JANUARY • 1945 
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• • • • 

I Ir 
COMPILED WITH THE COOPERATION OF THE CALIFORNIA COUNCIL OF ARCHITECTS 

The folio.wing is on official classified directory 
of architectural products and building materials 
of recognized quality available in the Califor
nia market, and of manufacturers and service 
orgoni:z:otions serving the California market. It 
has been compiled by Arts and Architecture 
with the cooperation of the State Association 
of California Architects as o service to the 
building industry and the building public. For 
further information about any product or com
pany listed, write now to the Official Directory 
Department, Arts and Architecture, 3305 Wil
shire Boulevard, Los Angeles 5. 

ACID-RESISTING MATERIALS 

Kraftile Co., Niles, telephone 3931-Western head
quarters for NUKEM Basolit Acid-Proof Cements, 
Nu-Mastic, Resinous Cements, Nu-Tite Jointing 
Compound, Enamels, Acid Brick. Los Angeles
Mutual 7115. San Francisco-Douglas 5648. 

ACOUSTICAL MATERIALS 

English & Lauer, Inc ., 1976 S. Los Angeles St., Los 
Angeles, Richmond 6316-Acoustical contractor . 

Harold E. Shugart Co., 911 N. Sycamore, Los Angeles, 
Hollywood 2265-Sound conditioning with Acousti
Celotex; Celotex products. 

ACOUSTICAL TREATMENT 

Harold E. Shugart Co., 911 N. Sycamore, Los Angeles, 
Hollywood 2265-Sound condtioning with Acousti
Celotex; Celotex products. 

ADHESIVES 
Kraftile Co., Niles, telephone 3931-Western head

quarters for MIRACLE ADHESIVES Tile Setting Ce
ments. Los Angeles-Mutual 7115. San Francisco 
-Douglas 5648. 

BLUE PRINTING 

20th Century Blueprint Co., 344 Bush, San Fran
cisco, Douglas 5975. Complete Blueprint and Photo
stat Service. Motorcycle pick-up and delivery. 

BRICK AND CLAY PRODUCTS 

Kraftile Co., Niles, telephone 3931-KRAFTILE Struc
tural Clay Products, Vitreous Quarry Tile, Acid Brick, 
Patio Tile. 

BUILDING MATERIALS 

Graham Bros., Inc ., 4731 E. 52nd Dr., Los Angeles, 
Lucas 6111-Concrete aggregates, ready-mixed 
concrete, cement, asphaltic concrete, reinforcing 
steel. 

George E. Ream Co., 23 5 South Alameda St., Los 
Angeles 12, Michigan 1854-Plywood, Celotex, 
Upson Boards, Nails, Wire Nettings, Kimsul Insula
tion, Asbestos Boards, Expansion Joints, Doors, Roof
ings, Sisalkraft, Tempered Hard Boards, Celo-Siding, 
Caulking Compounds and Adhesives. 

CEMENT 
Colton Cements, manufactured by California Port

land Cement Co., 601 West 5th St., Los Angeles 
13, Trinity 127.J. 

Calaveras Cement Co., 31 5 Montgomery St ., San Fran
cisco, Douglas 4224-Calaveras white cement, the 
only white cement produced in the West; a true 
Portland cement of the highest quality. 

Southwest Portland Cement Co., 727 W . 7th, Los An
gelus, Tucker 2411-Victor Portland cement. 

CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT 
W. J . Burke & Co., Inc., Los Angeles 21 , 2261 E. 15th 

St., Vandike 2194; San Francisco 7, 780 Bryant St ., 
Garfield 8768-Burke's Form Clamps, Tie-to Inserts, 
Keystone Expansion Joint, Asphalt Mastic Board, 
Rooshors, column clamps, round columns, concrete 
curing compound, concrete floating machines, etc . 

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING 

Fielding Electric Co ., 2416 W. Slauson Ave., Los An
. gell!S, Axminister 8169:.....:.Electrical contractors. 

ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS 

Square D Co., 1318 E. 16th St., Los Angeles, Prospect 
5241-Safety switches, meter switches, panel boards, 
switchboards1 fuse cabinets, circuit breakers; motor 
control, miscellaneous electrical products. 

FLOORING CONTRACTORS 

Hammond Bros. Corp., 1246 S. Main St., Santa Ana, 
Santa Ana 6080-Flooring contractors. Wood floors, 
linoleums, wall boards, building specialties. 

FURNACES 
Payne Furnace & Supply Co., Inc ., 336 North Foot

hill Rd ., Beverly Hills, Crestview 5-0161 , Bradshaw 
2-31 8 1-Army-Navy " E" for war work; now pre
paring for postwar period . 

GENERAL CONTRACTORS 

Myers Bros., 3407 San Fernando Road, Los Angeles 41, 
Cleveland 6-3181 - General Building Contractors 
since 1900. 

E. S. McKittrick Co., Inc., 7839 Santa Fe Ave., Hunt
ington Park, Jefferson 4161-Builders of industrial 
buildings. 

Steed Bros ., 714 Date Ave ., Alhambra, Atlantic 
2-3786, Cumberland 3-1613-Building contractors. 

Walker Co., P. J. - Executive office, 916 Richfield 
Bldg., Los Angeles, Michigan 4089; construction of
fice and equipment yard, 3900 Whiteside Ave., An
gelus 6141-Builders. 

GLUE 
I. F. Laucks Inc ., 859 E. 60th St., Los Angeles, Adams 

7271; L. F. Phelps, Builders Exchhange, 1630 Web
ster St., Oakland 12-Casein and resin glues for 
construction, resin emulsion and casein paints. 

GYPSUM WALL BOARD 

Schumacher Wall B0&rd Corp., 4301 Firestone Blvd., 
South Gate, Kimball 9211-Schumite gypsum wall 
boards, laminated roof plank. 

HEATING 
Holly Heating & Manufacturing Co., 1000 Fair Oaks 

Ave., South Pasadena, Pyram id 1-1923 and Syca
more 9-4129. Gas and oil heaters, dual floor and 
dual wall. 

Payne Furnace & Supply Co., Inc ., 336 North Foot
hill Rd., Beverly Hills, Crestview 5-0161, Bradshaw 
2-3181-Army-Navy "E" for war work; now pre
paring for postwar period . 

LABORATORIES-TESTING 
California Testing Laboratories, Inc., 1429 Santa Fe 

Ave., Los Angeles, Trinity 1548-Chemical analy
ses, inspections, physical tests. 

LATH 

Schumacher Wall Board Corp., 4301 Firestone Blvd., 
South Gate, Kimball 9211-Griplath, gypsum plas
ters, floati ng wal l systems, gypsum wall boards, 
building papers, roofings, shingles. 

LINOLEUM CONTRACTORS 
Hammond Bros. Corp., 1246 S. Main St., Santa Ana, 

Santa Ana 6080-Linoleum contractors. Linoleums, 
wood floors, wall boards, building specialties. 

LUMBER 
Owens-Parks Lumber Co., 2100 E. 38th St., Los Ange

les 11, Adams 5171-The leader by reputation; lum
ber and building products for all kinds of construc
tion. 

San Pedro Lumber Co.-General offices, yard and store, 
1518 Central Ave., Los Angeles 21 , Richmond 1141; 
branches at Compton, Whittier, Westminster; whole. 
safe yard and wharves, S.1n Pedro . 

I 
Western Hardwood Lumber Co., 2014 E. 15th St., 

Los Angeles 55, Prospect 6161-Specialists in 
boat and aircraft lumber and panels. 

NOISE-LEVEL TESTING 

Harold E. Shugart Co., 911 N. Sycamore, Los Angeles 
38, Hollywood 2265-Noise-Level testing· sound 
conditioning with Acousti-Celotex. ' 

PAINTS 

Premier Oil Cr Lead Works, 3950 Medford St. Los 
Angeles 33, California. ANgelus 1-5141.-Man~fac
turers of BISHOP-CONKLIN TREASURE TONES 
interior finishes. SEAL ... IED, one coat, oil base finish 
for over porous surfaces. CALADIUM, over 3sphalt 
paint. Highest grade paint finishes ~o r every paint-
1ng need. 

PREFABRICATION 

American Houses, Inc., 625 Market St., San Francisco, 
Garfield 4190-H. P. Hallsteen, Western Represen
tative Southern Ca. Mill-Bar Co., 1022 E. 4th St., 
Santa Ana. Los Angeles Mill-Owens Parks Lum
ber Co., Los Angeles. 

Hayward Lumber Cr Investment Co., Prefabrication 
Div., 4?85 E. Sheila, Los Angeles, Angelus 2-5111-
Extensive and up-to-date prefabrication facilities for 
all types of buildings. 

QUANTITY SURVEYS 

Architects: Save time, eliminate waste, and provide 
fair competition. Specify the Quantity Survey Sys
tem of com_Petitive biddi~g with surveys made by 
LeRoy Service, 165 Jessie St., San Francisco 5. 
Sutter 8361. 

ROOF CONSTRUCTION 
Arch Rib Truss Co ., Ltd ., 4819 Exposition Blvd., Los 

Angeles, Rochester 9175-Trussless roofs wood 
roof trusses, joist hangers, timber connectors~ 

Summerbell Roof Structures, 754 E. 29th, .Los Angeles, 
Adams 6161-Glued laminated construction, Sum
merbell bowstring trusses, lamella roofs, and all 
types of t imber structures. 

SHEET METAL 
Peterson, Harold E., 1350 Elmwood St., Los Angeles, 

Trinity 4886; Sheet Hetal, Air Conditioning, Kitchen 
Equipment, Bron:i:e, Aluminum and Stainless Steel. 

SOUND CONTROL 
Harold E. Shugart Co., The, 911 N. Sycamore Ave., 

Los Angeles 38, Hollywood 2265 - Sound control 
service. 

STEEL WINDOWS AND DOORS 
Soule Steel Co., San Francisco, Las Angeles, Port

land-Residential, industrial and monumental win
dows and doors; hangar doors; all types of steel 
building products. 

TESTING, NOISE-LEVEL 
Harold E. Shugart Co., 911 N. Sycamore, Los Angeles 

38, Hollywood 2265 - Noise-level testing; sound 
conditioning with Acousti-Celotex products. 

WATERPROOFINGS AND CAULKINGS 
Kraftile Co., Niles, telephone 3931-Western head

quarters for MINWAX Transparent Waterproofing , 
Brick and Cement Coatings, Caulking Compounds, 
Concrete Floor Treatments and Coatings. Los An
geles-Mutual 7115. San Francisco-Douglas 5648. 

WOOD FINISHES AND WAXES 
Kraftile Co., Niles, telephone 3931-Western head

quarters for MINWAX Flat Finishes <Stain-Wax 
Type I and Polishing Waxes - Paste, Liquid and 
"Ori-Gloss." Los Angeles-Mutual 7115 . San F•an
cisco-Douglas 5648 . 
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That smart drapery is glass-a Fiber

glas* fabric woven from yarn made 

entirely of fine fibers of glass. And, 

being glass, it is noncombustible--just 

can't burn. Another great advantage-

these fabrics do not give off toxic 

fumes when exposed to fire. They are 

listed by the Underwriters' Laboratories 

as "Noncombustible Fabric". 

Primarily because of this unique 

safety factor-but also because Fiber

glas textiles have the brilliant sheen, 

the luster and sparkle of crystal-archi

tects and designers are using these all-

PHOTOGRAPHED AT FAMOUS LATIN QUARTER IN NEW YORK CITY, FEATURING 
DON MCGRANE AND HIS ORCHESTRA; KAJ VELOEN, DECORATOR . 

glass fabrics for decorative purposes 

in hotels, restaurants, theaters, schools, 

and other places of public assembly. 

In addition to being noncombustible, 

Fiberglas fabrics have great tensile 

strength. They are unaffected by mois

ture--will not shrink, stretch or rot. 

They provide no sustenance for vermin. 

They resist oil, most acids, heat and cold. 

If you are working on the design or 

redecoration of places of public assem

bly, you will want to consider the extra 

factor of firesafety provided by these all

glass noncombustible fabrics. For fur-

ther information, write Owens-Corning 

Fiberglas Corporation, 1829 Nicholas 

Building, Toledo 1, Ohio; Pacific Coast 

Office: 5120 SouthSotoSt., Los Angeles. 

FIRE PREVENTION OFFICIALS WELCOME 
FIBERGLAS FABRICS 

The firesafety of Fiberglas fabrics has won 

enthusiastic comment from llre chiefs, build

ing commissioners, public safety di rectors and 

others to whom it has been demonstrated in 

cities from coast to coast. Listed by Under

writers' Laboratories, Inc., as 11 Noncombust

ible Fabric". 

FIBERGLAS 
*T. M. Reg. U.S. Pat. Olf. 
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